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Winter has arrived here in ‘sunny’ Perth. Much needed rain at last. Our beautiful Hyde Park lake near our house is 

again filling up. It was looking pretty dire there towards the end of summer and the birds are back in multitudes. A 

new family of swans is again present with the cranky parents attacking people as they walk along the path. 

So...welcome to Catalogue 193. This list is quite large with many ‘new’ titles and some scarce unit histories. Our 

book SIMMO is still on sale for $65 (discounted for members) plus postage- I had a box of 11 signed by Mark 

Donaldson, VC for inclusion in this list but they went like hot cakes. As soon as word got out they swooped. So 

sorry about that. May we’ll be able to get a few more done down the track. As for the mooted leather-bound 

edition, we are still in the ‘mulling’ phase, ie, mulling over whether we should do it or whether it’s a viable option. 

I’ve had a couple of people interested but I’ll need quite a few more to make the project viable. I remember we did 

152 copies of our leather bound ‘SAS A PICTORIAL HISTORY 1957-1997’ back in the day and they sold out 

immediately (if not sooner). It was unique because we did it in WA emu leather. I still have a roll of this leather 

and we may investigate and see how many SIMMOs we can get out of it. So it’s a chicken and egg scenario, do 

we get 50 copies done and then try and sell them or do we wait for orders? They would be numbered and signed. 

But I can guarantee they will be of the highest quality and made in WA. I’m a WA O’phile with the attitude 

‘support our local businesses first’. So, let me know if you are interested to make the decision easier for me. I 

remember the movie about a book club of disparate authors and dreamers where this loud-mouth was the first to 

get his book published. In China. Problem was the cover which was supposed to consist of a rampant lion, had a 

cuddly little Pekinese and the blurb on the back was in Mandarin!! Disaster and hugely amusing but not for the 

author needless to say. These days with electronic transfer of all data, it’s difficult to get it this wrong but I’d 

rather not take the risk. We dedicate the front cover picture t Mark Donaldson, VC who recently visited the 

ASASA (WA Br) House to sign a new portrait of him. And as always this catalogue is dedicated to all those 

servicemen who are in harms way or about to deploy and those who have been through the ‘fog of war’. Go safely 

but carry a big stick! Cheers  Mick and Jo 

 Glossary of Terms (and conditions) 
 

Returns: books may be returned for refund within 7 days and only if not as 
described in the catalogue. 
NOTE:  If you prefer to receive this catalogue via email, let us know on 
info@imprimaturbooks.com.au  
 

My Bookroom is open each day by appointment – preferably 
in the afternoons. Give me a call. 
 
Abbreviations: 8vo =octavo size or from 140mm to 240mm, ie normal size book, 
4to = quarto approx 200mm x 300mm (or coffee table size); d/w = dust wrapper; 
pp = pages; vg cond = (which I thought was self explanatory) very good condition. 
Other dealers use a variety including ‘fine’ which I would rather leave to coins etc. 
Illus = illustrations (as opposed to ‘plates’); ex lib = had an earlier life in library 
service (generally public) and is showing signs of wear (these books are generally 
1st editions mores the pity but in this catalogue most have been restored); eps + 
end papers, front and rear, ex libris or ‘book plate’; indicates it came from a 
private collection and has a book plate stuck in the front end papers. Books such 
as these are generally in good condition and the book plate, if it has provenance, 
ie, is linked to someone important, may increase the value of the book, inscr = 
inscription, either someone’s name or a presentation inscription; fep = front end 
paper; the paper following the front cover and immediately preceding the half title 
page; biblio: bibliography of sources used in the compilation of a work (important 
to some military historians as it opens up many other leads). or.cl. = original cloth 
generally indicating there is no dust wrapper; restored; generally means a book 
has had the treatment by a book binder. New end papers, glued or sewn spine, 
even new boards. The value of rare books can be greatly enhanced if they are 
restored professionally. ‘Back-yarders’ should desist from attempting to restore 
books! There are many reputable binders around the place who will do a good job 
at a good price.  By the way, the number that appears in brackets in the catalogue, 
ie (1814) is a data base number so no need to quote it when ordering. 
Postage is always extra and insurance is available upon request. Overseas 
orders by credit card only. Postage will be by cheapest and most practical 
means possible unless otherwise requested. (In Australia, Express Post is 
the quickest and carefully handled by Australia Post. Express Post has 
increased to $17 for a 3kg satchel (this includes everything OVER 500gms 
and under 3kg). So if you want it quick use Express—bit slower is the 3kg 
red satchel - $15 which includes post pack and TLC).  
 
Our terms for first-time buyers are ‘payment up front’.  Established buyers 
can pay by credit card, cheque, money order etc on receipt of an invoice.  
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Aviation 

 

193/1. (9511)  Barnes, C.H. Shorts Aircraft 

Since 1900.  Putnam, London, 1967. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in bumped d/w,  glossy paper, 
profusely illustrated, appendices, two 
indices, pp532, **Eustace and Oswald Short 
were inspired by the spherical balloons seen at 
the Paris Exhibition in 1900 till they saw 
Wilbur Wright's aeroplane in 1908 - they then 
switched to designing and building aeroplanes 
with the assistance of older brother Horace. 
The Sunderland flying boat of WW2 and 
later was their most famous, vg cond and 
hard to find, A$65. 

193/2. (10075)  Bickers, Richard 
Townshend. Ginger Lacey: Fighter Pilot: 

Battle of Britain Top Scorer.  ISIS Large 
Print, UK, 1998 (fp1962). Reprint, large 
8vo in laminated boards, ex lib, 
chronology of Laceys operations, list of all 
aircraft rererred, index, pp263, **Sgt 
G.H.'Ginger' Lacey shot down 23 German 
aircraft during the Battle of Britain making 
him the 'top ace', good cond, A$22. 

193/3. (9711)  Birtles, Philip J. Mosquito: 

The Illustrated History.  Sutton 
Publishing, UK, 1998. 1st ed, 4to in good 
d/w, fully illustrated, appendices,. Index, 
pp276, **alongside the Spitfire and Lancaster, 
the Mosquito is one of the most famous RAF 
aircraft of WW2,. Over 7,000 were built, vg 
cond, A$26. 

193/4. (9705)  Bishop, Edward. Mosquito: 

The Wooden Wonder.  Airlife, UK, 1990 
(fp1959) Reprint, 4to on blue cloth, lacks 
d/w, (pictures from front loose in prelims, 
back of d/w stuck down on  end papers), 
fully illustrated, appendices, index, pp170, 
f **the remarkable de Havilland Mosquito, 
known as 'Freeman's Folly' when first 
mooted. Freeman, an Air Marshall on the Air 
Council prevailed and ordered the first 50 
machines. Needless to say, the rest is history, 
vg cond, A$24. 

193/5. (9370)  Cooksley, Peter G. The RFC/

RNAS Handbook 1914-1918.  Sutton 
Publishing, UK, 2000. 1st ed, 4to in good 
d/w, fully illustrated,appendices, biblio, 
index, index, pp208, **the Royal Flying 
Corps and the Royal Naval Air Service were 
there for the duration of the war - they were 
the precursors for the formation of the Royal 
Air Force, vg cond, A$34. 

193/6. (5062)  Cotton, M.C. 'Bush', DFC, 
OAM. Hurricanes Over Burma.  
Crawford House Pubs, Bathurst, 1995. 1st 
ed, 8vo in protected d/w, superior art 
paper, many plates and illustrations, 

appendices list 'the first forty Empire Air 
Training Scheme airmen to embark for 
overseas in 1940, index, pp357, **two books; 
the first is Cotton's story, the second is the 
memoirs of his CO Sqn Ldr C.C.C. 'Bunny’ 
Stone'. They flew Hurricanes in 43 Fighter 
Sqn RAF and 17 Fighter Sqn respectively, a 
good read, vg cond, A$42. 

193/7. (2870)  Davis, Pedr. Charles 
Kingsford Smith : Smithy, The World's 
Greatest Aviator.  Lansdowne Press,  
Sydney, 1985. (fp1977). Reprint, 4to in d/
w, narrative pictorial, index, pp162, 
**Smithy's accomplishments made him the 
greatest trans-world flier of them all, vg cond, 
A$28. 

193/8. (1487)  Ethell, Jeffery L & Price, 
Alfred. Target Berlin: Mission 250: 6 

March 1944.  Wrens Park, London, 2002 
(fp1981) Reprint, large 8vo in d/w, plates, 
index, appendices list Allied and German 
combat losses, pp212, **the story of the first 
large scale raid on Berlin by the US 8th Air 
Force in which 80 planes were lost, vg cond, 
A$25. 

193/9. (9022)  Ethell, Jeffrey. Mustang: A 

Documentary History.  Jane's Publishing, 
London, 1981. 1st ed, 4to in protected d/
w, fully illustrated, biblio, index, pp176, 
**the incredible story of the North American P
-51 Mustang which made its name over 
Europe in WW2, vg cond, A$30. 

193/10. (4189)  Firkins, Peter. Strike and 
Return: The Unit History of 460 RAAF 
Heavy Bomber Squadron, RAF Bomber 
Command, in World War Two.  AMHP, 
Sydney, 2000 (fp1964). 3rd ed, large 8vo in 
laminated boards,  book plate in fep,  
plates,  map, index, roll of honour, 
honours and awards, summary of 
squadron targets, pp212, **arguably the 
greatest RAAF bomber squadron in WW2. 
Peter Firkins was a tail gunner in a Lancaster, 
as new cond, A$60. 

193/11. (10130)  Franks, Norman. Buck 

McNair: Canadian Spitfire Ace.  Grub 
Street, London, 2001. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
good d/w, plates, appendices, biblio, 
nominal index, pp179, **the story of Group 
Captain R.W. (Buck) McNair, DSO, DFC and 
2 Bars, Ld'H, CdeG, RCAF. He destroyed 16 
enemy aircraft, 3 probables and 15 damaged, 
vg cnd, A$34. 

193/12. (10044)  Gaunt, Coral & Cleworth, 
Robert. Cats at War: The Story of RAAF 
Catalinas in the Asia-Pacific Theatre of 
War.  J.R. Cleworth, Sydney, 2000. 1st ed, 
4to in laminated boards, ex lib, profusely 
illustrated, roll of honour, glossary, index, 
pp279, **a collection of anecdotes and 
recollections of pilots and crew who flew or 

were associated with the PBY Catalina, in 
RAAF service solid cond and very hard to 
find, A$32. 

193/13. (7391)  Jackson, A.J. Avro Aircraft 

Since 1908.  Putnam, UK, 1965. Revised 
and updated ed, 8vo in d/w, inscr in fep, 
profusely illus in plates and line diagrams, 
index, pp511, **A.V. Roe (Avro) was one of 
the great names in British aviation. His 
greatest contribution came in WW2 with the 
Avro Lancaster, arguably the greatest heavy 
bomber of all sides in WW2, vg cond, A$42. 

193/14. (7392)  James, Derek N. Gloster 

Aircraft Since 1917.  Putnam, UK, 1984 
(fp1974). Reprint, 8vo in d/w, fully illus in 
plates and line diagrams, apopendices, 
index, pp446, **the Gloster aircraft company 
was born in aperiod of declining aircraft 
numbers. Their Gladiator in WW2 sunk the 
German Pocket Battleship BISMARCK and 
the Meteor was the first jet fighter plane in the 
Korean War, vg cond, A$35. 

193/15. (10166)  Johnston, Mark. 
Whispering Death: Australian Airmen in 
the Pacific War.  A&U, Sydney, 2011. 1st 
ed, trade 8vo in card covers, inscr. In half 
title page, plates and maps, chapter notes, 
biblio, index, pp514, **the story of the 
130,000 Australian airmen who fought the 
Japanese in the Pacific from 1941 to 1945. 
Certain Australian aircraft caught the public's 
imagination such as the Kittyhawk, the 
Spitfire and the plane dubbed Whispering 
Death' for its evicerating firepower and 
deceptively quiet engines, the Beaufighter, vg 
cond, A$26. 

193/16. (7079)  Kingsford, A.R. Night 

Raiders of the Air.  Greenhill Books 
(Vintage Aviation Library), UK, 1988 
(fp1930). Facsimile ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, 
pp211, **being the experiences of a night 
flying pilot who raided 'Hunland'(sic) on 
many dark nights during the War. The author, 
a Kiwi, flew with 100 Sqn and dropped a total 
of 185 tons of bombs on night raids over 
Germany; excellent first-hand acount of life in 
the RFC, vg cond and uncommon, A$24. 

193/17. (2114)  McAulay, Lex. Four Aces: 
Four RAAF Aircrew Aces of World War 
Two.  Banner Books, QLD, 1998. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, 
appendices, index, honours and awards, 
pp143, **the war histories of four Australian 
aces; Nicky Barr (P40 Tomahawk and 
Kittyhawk), Hugo Armstrong (Spitfires), 
Peter Panitz and Dickie Williams (Mosquito 
intruder). Barr was the only one to survive, vg 
cond, A$45. 

193/18. (1116)  Parnell, Neville. 
Whispering Death: A History of the 
RAAF’s Beaufighter Squadrons.  Reed 
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Publications, Sydney, 1980. 1st ed, large 
4to in protected d/w,  profusely illus with 
b/w plates, appendices list all air frames 
and their fate, biblio, index, pp128, **a 
comprehensive listing of all aircraft flown and 
pilots, operating procedures and cockpit 
layouts, vg cond,  now rare, A$150. 

193/19. (8212)  Pentland, Geoffrey. The P-

40 Kittyhawk in Service.  Kookaburra 
Technical Publications, Melbourne, 1974. 
1st ed, 4to in illustrated cloth boards, 
colour and b/w plates, (one page of 
colour plates are missing as is the front 
end paper), pp66, **the Curtis P-40 
Kittyhawk in Australian service, apart from 
page damage gen fair cond and priced 
accordingly, A$25. 

193/20. (3093)  Pentland, Geoffrey. RAAF 
Camouflage & Markings 1939-45. Vol1 & 
Vol2.  Kookaburra Technical Publications, 
Melbourne, 1989. 1st ed, sell as pair only, 
large 4to in d/w, profusely illus in colour, 
index, biblio, **the most authorative reference 
in this field, new cond and hard to find as a 
pair, A$180. 

193/21. (6758)  Polak, Thomas (and 
Christopher Shores). Stalin's Falcons: The 
Aces of the Red Star: A Tribute to the 
Notable Fighter Pilots of the Soviet Air 
Forces 1918-1953.  Grub Street, London, 
1999. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, 
maps, an alphabetical thumb-nail bio of 
each pilot, a  listing of all pilots in cyrillic, 
pp384, **the Soviet Airforces were engaged in 
no less than 10 separate air wars of varying 
intensity and length from 1918 to 1953. Over 
1,000 pilots claimed 5 victories or more in 'the 
Great Patriotic War' (WW2); an interesting 
and unusual reference, vg cond, A$28. 

193/22. (9979)  Robertson, Bruce. 
Lysander: Special.  Ian Allen Ltd, UK, 
1977. 1st ed, 4to in laminated boards, fully 
illustrated, pp64, **the Westland Lysander 
spent a lot of its time in WW2 supporting 
agents and SOE teams in enemy held Europe. 
Its VSTOL capabilites made I ideal for short, 
rough, improvised strips in France, vg cond 
and hard to find, A$45. 

193/23. (6495)  Robertson, Bruce. Spitfire: 
The Story of a Famous Fighter.  
Harleyford Publications, UK, 1973 
(fp1960). 3rd revised impr, 4to in d/w, 
fully illus, profile of variants, glossary, 
index, pp216, **Robertson is considered one 
of the pre-eminent aviation historians and his 
work here with the Spitfire is outstanding, vg 
cond and now scarce, A$40. 

193/24. (8084)  Robins, Fred. The Cat Has 

Nine Lives.  Author, Perth, 1991. 1st ed, 
small 8vo in card covers, signed 

dedication by the author 1991, maps and 
plates in frontisp, pp218, **the author flew 
the PBY Catalina Flying Boat during WW2 
engaged in mainly mine-laying and air-sea 
rescue missions in the SW-Pacifica area vg 
cond, A$24. 

193/25. (3096)  Sweetman, Bill. Stealth 
Bomber : Invisible Warplane, Black 
Budget.  Airlife, UK, 1989. Poss 1st ed, 
large 8vo in card covers, fully illustrated, 
biblio, index, pp176, **Stealth has been the 
largest, most secret and most important 
military programme since the Manhattan 
Project in WW2, good cond, A$25. 

193/26. (7080)  Townshend Bickers, 
Richard. The First Great Air War.  
Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1988. 1st 
ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, performance data 
of all combat planes, index, pp277, **the 
story of air combat operations in WW1 
generally over the Western Front; an excellent 
and well researched reference, vg cond, A$28. 

 

Espionage 

 

193/27. (10138)  Alcorn, Robert Hayden. 
No Bugles for Spies: Tales of the OSS.  
Jarrolds, London, 1963. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
price clipped d/w, pp209, **the Office of 
Strategic Services, the forerunner to the CIA, 
served in the mainly European theatre in 
WW2, vg cond, A$28. 

193/28. (10147)  Bleakley, Jack. The 

Eavesdroppers.  Author/AGPS, Canberra, 
1992 (fp1991). Reprint, small 8vo in card 
covers, many illustrations, annexes, biblio, 
index, pp261, **the author volunteered for an 
'unspecified dangerous mission' thus 
becoming one of a select group of wireless 
interceptors at the beginning of the war in the 
Pacific. They intercepted coded Japanese 
signals providing invaluable intelligence to 
Macarthur, good cond, A$26. 

193/29. (6568)  Brook-Shepherd, Gordon. 
Iron Maze: The Western Secret Services 
and the Bolsheviks.  Harper-Collins, 
London, 1998. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, 
plates, source notes, appendices, index, 
pp402, **the struggle of the Allied secret 
services to topple the Bolshevik regime during 
Lenin's first shaky years of power, great read - 
and Reilly 'Ace of Spies' was a real agent! vg 
cond, A$25. 

193/30. (9571)  de Jong, Ben, Platje, Wies & 
Steele, Robert David. Peacekeeping 
Intelligence: Emerging Concepts for the 
Future.  OSS International Press, USA, 

2003. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, biblio, 
index, pp525, **a convincing demonstration 
of the importance of intelligence during 
peacekeeping operations and the necessity of 
creating an intelligence structure within 
international organisations such as the UN, 
vg cond, A$27. 

193/31. (9565)  Hohne, Heinz. Codeword: 
Direktor: The Story of the Red Orchestra.  
Secker & Warburg, London, 1971 (fp1970 
in German as 'Kennwort: Direktor'.) 1st 
English ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, 
plates, chapter notes, organisational 
charts, biblio, index, pp310, **a story of 
spies, traitors and idealists of the hunter and 
the hunted. This was the most successful 
Russian spy ring ever and right under the 
noses of the Germans. The 'Rotte Capel' (Red 
Orchestra) was never caught, vg cond, A$26. 

193/32. (8383)  Lonsdale, Gordon. Spy: 
Twenty Years of Secret Service: The 
Memoirs of Gordon Lonsdale.  Neville 
Spearman, London, 1965. 1st ed, 8vo in 
worn but now protected d/w, plates, 
pp218, **Lonsdale was a Russian spy who 
was sentenced to 25 years improsnment in 
1961. He was exchanged for Greville Wynne 
in East Berlin in 1964. Known as the first 
autobiography written by a Russian spy to be 
captured in Britain, vg cond, A$22. 

193/33. (9992)  Macintyre, Ben. Double 

Cross: The True Story of the D-Day 
Spies.  Crown Publishers, NY, 2012, 1st 
ed, large 8vo in d/w, b/w plates, chapter 
notes, biblio, index, pp400, **Operation 
Fortitude, which protected and enabled the 
invasion on D-Day and the Double Cross 
system, which specialised in turning German 
spies into double agents, tricked the Nazis into 
believing the Allies would attack at calais and 
Norway rather than Normandy, new cond, 
A$24. 

193/34. (1598)  Moyzisch, L.C. Operation 

Cicero: The Espionage Sensation of the 
War.  Wingate, London, 1953 (fp1950). 1st 
Eng ed, (trans from the German), small 
8vo in sl worn d/w, foxing in prelims, 
pp208, **Cicero was one of Germany's most 
productive spies. This is the Cicero account 
from the German viewpoint, sensational in it’s 
day, good cond, quite scarce in d/w, A$24. 

193/35. (9873)  Owen, David. Hidden 
Secrets: A Complete History of 
Espionage and the Technology Used to 
Support it.  Firefly Books, London, 2002. 
1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, clean 
ex lib copy, fully illustrated in colour & b/
w, glossary, index, pp224, **a compelling 
look at the real world of the spy, its secret 
successes and public failures, good cond, 
A$24. 
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193/36. (10040)  Pattinson, Juliette. Secret 

War: A Pictorial Record of the Special 
Operations Executive.  Caxton 
Publications, London, 2001. 1st ed, 4to in 
d/w, fully illustrated pp184, **'set Europe 
ablaze' said Churchill and it was thus by the 
SOE and fellow travellers such as MI6, the 
Jedburgs and various Maquis and other 
resistance groups, vg cond, A$34. 

193/37. (10145)  Pearson, Judith L. The 
Wolves at the Door: The True Story of 
America's Greatest Female Spy.  The 
Lyons Press, USA, 2005. 1st ed, large 8vo 
in good d/w, plates, biblio, index, pp260, 
**Virginia Hall joined SOE and was deployed 
to France and was responsible for bringing in 
much needed supplies of ammunition, 
explosive and weapons, She also assisted in 
returning downed pilots and POWs. She 
killed up to 150 Germans, another Nancy 
Wake, vg cond, A$35. 

193/38. (6571)  Pujol, Juan & West, Nigel. 
Operation GARBO: The Personal Story 
of the Most Successful Double Agent of 
World War 2.  Random House, NY, 1985. 
1st US ed, 8vo in d/w, ex lib (messy 
prelims), plates, appendix, pp205, 
**known as GARBO to the Allies and 
ARABEL to the Germans, Pujol was an 
extraordinarily successful spy. He was 
decorated by both sides but it was his efforts 
that convinced Hitler the Allied invasion 
would centre on the Pas-de-Calais region, fair 
cond, A$20. 

193/39. (7454)  Smith, Michael. Station 'X': 

Decoding Nazi Secrets.  TV Books, NY, 
1998. 1st US ed, 8vo in good d/w, plates, 
biblio, index, pp246, **the work of the codes-
breakers of Bletchley Park in WW2, vg cond, 
A$25. 

193/40. (6528)  Stafford, David. Camp 'X': 

Canada's School for Secret Agents 1941-
1945.  Lester & Orphen Dennys, Toronto, 
1986. 1st ed, 8vo ind/w, plates, chapter 
notes, biblio, index, pp327, **Camp 'X' was 
so secret the Canadian government was 
unaware of its existence. The US and British 
trained many agents here prior to the US 
entering the war in 1941, vg cond and hard 
to find, A$28. 

193/41. (4373)  Stripp, Alan. Code Breaker 

in the Far East: How Britain Cracked 
Japan's Top Secret Military Codes.  
Oxford University Press, UK, 1995. 
(fp1989). Reprint, small 8vo in card 
covers,plates and illus, index, source 
notes, biblio, pp204, **describes how 
Bletchley Park and it's Indian and Far 
Eastern outposts broke a series of Japanese 
codes and cipher systems of dazzling variety 
and complexity, vg cond, A$28. 

193/42. (9884)  Whiting, Charles. Hitler's 

Secret War: The NAZI Espionage 
Campaign Against the Allies.  Leo 
Cooper, UK, 2000. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
protected d/w, ex lib, plates, index, 
pp208, **the German espionage and 
intelligence effort in WW2 swung between 
great cunning and staggering incompetence, 
good cond, A$25. 

193/43. (9280)  Winstone, H.V.F. The 
Illicit Adventure: The Story of Political  
and Military Intelligence in the Middle 
East from 1898 to 1926.  Jonathan Cape, 
London, 1982. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
protected d/w, maps on inside covers, 
plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp528, 
**a story of espionage of unimaginable 
audacity and complexity, portraying all the 
major European powers in a struggle for 
ascendancy in the Middle East, vg cond, 
A$32. 

193/44. (9537)  Wynne, Barry. Count Five 

and Die: 'D' Day Deception: The True 
Story of 'Operation Stampede'.  Souvenir 
Press, London, 1958. 1st ed, 8vo in bright 
complete d/w (now protected), plates, 
pp179, **the story of the fantastic gamble to 
convice the Germans would invade through 
Holland, the short-cut to Germany. An 
example of SOE and OSS working together; 
excellent stuff! vg cond and uncommon, 
A$38. 

 

Military Biography 

 

193/45. (7740)  Bainton, Roy. Honoured 
by Strangers: The Life of Captain Francis 
Cromie, CB, DSO, RN - 1882-1918.  
Airlife, UK, 2002. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/
w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, 
pp315, **like T.E. Lawrence, Cromie's 
exploits with British submarines in WW1 
reveal a classic British hero; noble, tenacious 
and beloved by all who served under him. 
Churchill called him 'a man of exceptional 
gifts', vg cond and uncommon, A$28. 

193/46. (6325)  Blair, Anne. Ted Serong: 
The Life of an Australian Counter-
Insurgency Expert.  Oxford Uni Press, 
Melbourne, 2002. 1st ed, 8vo in protected 
d/w, plates and maps, source notes, 
biblio, index, pp238, **Ted Serong was one 
of the most original and influential of the 
Australian Army's planners in the post- 
WW2 period. He established the Jungle 
Training Centre in Canungra (with George 
Warfe) and led Australia's AATTV in 
Vietnam and much more, vg cond, A$45. 

 

193/47. (4608)  Braga, Stuart. ANZAC 

Doctor: The Life of Sir Neville Howse, 
Australia's First V.C.  Hale & Iremonger, 
Sydney,  2000. 1st card-cover ed, large 
8vo, plates, maps, index, biblio, endnotes, 
pp392, **one of Australia's most outstanding 
soldier-surgeons, Sir Neville Howse won the 
VC for his heroism during the Boer War 
serving later as Senior Medical Officer at 
ANZAC Cove saving many hundreds of lives 
in the days after the Landing, an excellent bio, 
vg cond, A$25. 

193/48. (7064)  Burrell, VADM Sir Henry. 
Mermaids Do Exist: The Autobiography 
of Vice-Admiral Sir Henry Burrell, RAN 
(Rtd).  Macmillan, Melbourne, 1986. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, 
appendices, biblio, index, pp318, **an 
outstanding Naval career - from Naval 
College at Jervis Bay in 1918 to to retirement 
in 1962 as Chief of Naval Staff, vg cond, 
A$28. 

193/49. (6829)  Chin Peng (with Ian War 
and Norma Miraflor). Alias Chin Peng: 

My Side of History.  Media Masters, 
Singapore, 2003. 1st ed, large roy. 8vo in 
card covers, ex lib, inscr ion title page, 
plates, map, end notes, biblio, index, 
pp526, **the recollections of the famous Chin 
Peng, leader of the Malayan Communist 
Party (MCP) and guerrilla leader, who waged 
a 12-year anti-colonial war against British 
and Commonwealth forces in the jungles of 
Malaya. He had been decorated with the OBE 
by the Brits at the end of WW2 for his 
fight against the Japanese, good, clean ex 
lib copy, A$36. 

193/50. (10162)  Coleman, Verna. The Last 
Exquisite: A Portrait of Frederic 
Manning.  MUP, Melbourne, 1990. 1st ed, 
8vo in d/w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, 
index, pp232, **a well written account of the 
life of Frederick Manning, soldier and poet 
who lived in seclusion in an English village 
but numbered T.E. Lawrence and Ezra Pound 
as friends. He wrote 'Her Privates We' and 
died in 1935, vg cond, A$36. 

193/51. (5305)  Coulthard-Clark, C.D. A 

Heritage of Spirit: A Biography of Major
-General Sir William Throsby Bridges, 
KCB, CMG. (KIA).  MUP, Melbourne, 
1979. 1st ed, 8vo in vg d/w,  plates, maps, 
biblio, source notes, index, pp220, 
**Bridges was a member of the first Military 
Board of Australia (1905) the first 
Commandant of RMC Duntroon (1911) and 
was killed in action (sniper) on Gallipoli in 
May 1915 a bare three weeks after the 
Landing, vg cond and hard to find, A$34. 

193/52. (5011)  Embry, Air Chief Marshal 
Sir Basil, DSO (3 Bars), DFC. Mission 

Completed.  Quality Book Club, London, 
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nd? Reprint, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, 
some foxing to edges, index, pp350, 
**Embry had a marvellous career in the RAF 
from 1921 to 1956, an excellent biography, 
good cond, A$28. 

193/53. (8639)  Farr, Don. The Silent 
General: Horne of the First Army: A 
Biography of Haig's Trusted Great War 
Comrade-in-Arms.  Helion & Co Ltd, 
London, 2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, 
plates (portrait in frontisp), maps, chapter 
notes, biblio, index, pp319, **Henry Horne 
can be considered the 'forgotten general' on 
the Western Front in WW1. He commanded 
the BEF 1st Army - he went from Brigadier to 
full General in 2 years. He commanded the 
brilliant capture by Canadians of Vimy Ridge 
and other outstanding actions, vg cond, 
A$28. 

193/54. (10012)  Griffiths, Tony. Douglas 

Grant: That Black Digger from the 
Scottish Mob.  TopTech Engineering, 
NSW, 2014. 1st ed, 4to in spiral bound 
bindings, plates (1 colour), pp42, 
**Ngadjonji man, Scotsman, draughtsman, 
digger, Lithgow, RSL and Small Arms 
Factory man. The interesting story of douglas 
Grant, who served as a Sergeant in the 43rd 
Bn on the Western Front and his life working 
in the SAF Lithgow after the war, new, 
A$24. 

193/55. (9658)  Hamilton, John. The Price 
of Valour: The Triumph and Tragedy of 
a Gallipoli Hero, Hugo Throssell, VC.  
Macmillan Australia, Sydney, 2012. 1st 
ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, 
extensive biblio, index, pp393, **Hugo 
Throssel, son of the Premier of WA, hero of 
Gallipoli where he won an outstanding VC, 
renounced the war on his return in 1919 and 
was ostracised by former comrades and the 
political establishment. He married the 
communist writer Katherine Suzannah 
Prichard who deserted him and his only child 
to follow the Soviet dream resulting in Hugo 
taking kis own life in 1933, new, A$32. 

193/56. (9795)  Hellwig, Adrian. 
Australian Hawk Over the Western 
Front: A Biography of Major R.S. Dallas, 
DSO, DSC, CdeG avec Palme.  Grub 
Street, London, 2006. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
d/w, plates, map, appendices, biblio, 
index, pp221, **Dallas was Australia's 
leading air ace of all time with 48 victories 
over the Western Front flying Nieuports, 
Triplanes and Camels, as new cond, A$34. 

193/57. (1639)  Hoffman, Jon T. Once a 
Legend: ‘Red Mike’ Edson of the Marine 
Raiders.  Presidio, USA, 1994. 1st ed, 8vo 
in d/w, index, source notes, pp434, 
**Edson was considered a fearless USMC 
soldier who won the Medal of Honour on 

Guardalcanal, vg cond, A$25. 

193/58. (9033)  Hough, Richard. 
Mountbatten: Hero of Our Time.  
Weidenfeld & Nicholson, London, 1980. 
1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, inscr 
in fep, plates, charts of Mountbatten and 
the Royal Family in prelims, chapter 
notes, chronology table, index, pp290, **a 
full length biography of Lord Mountbatten 
written by a man who spent many years with 
him. In WW2 he commanded the Destroyer 
HMS Kelly which was sunk under him, he 
was Viceroy of India after the war. He was 
Chief of the Defence Force before retirement, 
He was assassinated by the Provisional IRA 
off the coast of Sligo, Ireland in 1979, vg 
cond, A$26. 

193/59. (8260)  Jensen, Geoffrey. Franco: 

Soldier, Commander, Dictator.  Potomac 
Books Inc, Washington, 2005. 1st ed, small 
8vo in card covers, plates, maps, chapter 
notes, biblio, index, pp135, **Franco led the 
rebel Spanish military against the Republican 
government in a bloody civil war 1936-1939. 
He was victorious and  became dictator of 
Spain, formally recognised by Britain & 
France in 1939. He survived as dictator till 
his death in 1975, new, A$25. 

193/60. (9028)  Korda, Michael. Ike: An 

American Hero.  Harper Collins 
Publishers, NY, 2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
protected d/w, plates, maps, chapter 
notes, biblio, index, pp779, **a fresh, frank, 
revealing and admiring full-length portrait of 
America's greatest soldier (sic), vg cond, 
A$32. 

193/61. (9319)  Laffin, John. Swifter Than 
Eagles: A Biography of Marshal of the 
RAF, Sir John Salmond, GCB, CMG, 
CVO, DSO.  William Blackwood & Sons 
Ltd, London, 1964. 1st ed, 8vo in 
protected d/w, inscr in fep, plates, notes 
on illustrations, index, pp278, **Major 
John Maitland Salmond commanded one of 
the four RFC squadron deployed to France in 
1914. Three years later he was promoted to 
Major-General (he was 36) for his energy, 
courage and exceptional ability. He went on to 
be senior Marshal of the RAF, vg cond, 
A$30. 

193/62. (10161)  Marwil, Jonathan. 
Frederick Manning: An Unfinished Life.  
A&R, Sydney 1988. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/
w, plates, notes, biblio, index, pp380, 
**Manning (an ex-pat Australian in London) 
wrote the extraordinary WW1 novel 'Her 
Privates We' under the pseudonym 
'Private19022'. He was a friend of TE 
Lawrence and Ezra Pound and his book 
became the most famous novel of WW1 (along 
with 'All Quiet'), vg cond, A$32. 

193/63. (10143)  McMullin, Ross. Will 

Dyson: Australia's Radical Genius.  
Scribe, Melbourne, 2006. 1st ed, large 8vo 
in d/w, profusely illustrated, biblio, 
chapter notes, index, pp448, **an updated 
and comprehensively rewritten book based on 
a biography of Will Dyson that was published 
in 1984 (A&R). Hardly a paragraph remains 
unaltered. Dyson was our first official War 
Artist in WW1, vg cond, A$40. 

193/64. (3209)  Sandford, Kenneth. Mark 

of the Lion: The Story of Captain 
Charles Upham, V.C. and Bar.  
Hutchinson, London, 1962. 2nd impr, 
small 8vo in bumped d/w, plates,  pp287, 
**the legendary Charles Upham, VC & Bar of 
the New Zealand infantry.  He won one in 
Crete and one at Minqar Qaim in North 
Africa and should have won a third at 
Ruweisat. He was also a POW in Colditz for 
his sins! What a man! good cond, A$28. 

193/65. (2993)  Smyth, Brig Sir John. VC, 
MC, MP. The Only Enemy: An 

Autobiography.  Hutchinson, London, 
1959. 1st ed, 8vo, in chipped but protected 
d/w, portrait in frontispiece, index, 
pp352, **Smyth won his VC on the Western 
Front leading an Indian unit on a series of 
courageous bombing raids against the 
Germans in WW1. Between the wars he again 
served in the Indian Army and in WW2 saw 
service in France (Dunkirk) and Burma, 
slight foxing else good cond, A$25. 

193/66. (9207)  Stubbings, Leon. Simpson 

SO-in-C.  PenFolk Publishing, Victoria, 
2003. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, plates, 
biblio, abbreviations, index, pp222, 
**MajGen Colin Simpson, Signals Officer in 
Command,  was known as the 'Father of 
Australian Signals'. This book not only covers 
his life and impact but also the Australian 
Women's Army Service, vg cond, A$28. 

193/67. (10055)  Truscott, Jim. Snakes in 

the Jungle: Special Operations in War 
and Business.  Zeus Publications, Qld, 
2015. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, 
signed by the author, plates, pp297, **the 
memoirs of a special operative in war and 
business. Truscott served in SASR for years 
rising to Operations Officer seeing action in 
Timor. His greatest interest in all this has 
been climbing. He has clibed every rock in the 
country and then some, A rollicking read 
from a man who always called it like it is, 
new, A$30. 

193/68. (6323)  Tyquin, Michael B. Neville 
Howse: Australia's First Victoria Cross 
Winner.  Oxford Uni Press, Melbourne, 
1999. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, source 
notes, appendix, glossary, biblio, index, 
pp212, **Neville Howse won his VC as a 
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doctor during the Boer War. He went on to 
head up the Australian medical teams on 
Gallipoli and then the Western Front, new, 
A$32. 

193/69. (7579)  Wood, James. Chiefs of the 

Australian Army: Higher Command of 
the Australian Military Forces, 1901-1914.  
AMHP/Army History Unit, Sydney, 2006. 
1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, endnotes, 
appendices, biblio, index, pp203, **the 
remarkable story of the talented, dedicated and 
now little known, generals who led and shaped 
the Australian Army in the challenging 
formative years, new, A$30. 

193/70. (9466)  Wragg, David. Fisher: The 
Admiral Who Reinvented the Royal 
Navy.  The History Press, UK, 2009. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, 
glossary, chronology, biblio, index, pp320, 
**'Jacky' Fisher (1841-1920) was a man on a 
mission: to prepare the Royal Navy for war 
which was looking inevitable. He set about to 
impose his philosophy of the all-big-gun 
battleship, the 'dreadnought but he also realised 
the value of submarines and aircraft, vg cond, 
A$34. 

 

Military General 

 

193/71. (9718)  Adam, Robert. The World's 
Most Powerful Handguns and Rifles.  
Grange Books, London, 1996 (fp1991). 
Reprint, 4to in protected d/w, superior 
paper, fully illustrated in colour, glossary, 
index, pp128, **a comprehensive overview of 
the chief developments in muzzle energy, bullet 
weight and stopping power. Everything from 
the 1849 Walker pistol to the 20mm Lahti rifle, 
vg cond, A$25. 

193/72. (7121)  Adkin, Mark. The Last 
Eleven? Winners of the Victoria Cross 
Since WW2.  Leo Cooper, London,  1991. 
1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, 
chapter notes, biblio, index, pp220, **Korea 
4, Borneo 1, Vietnam 4, Falklands 2. The 
twelfth of course is the young British soldier 
who recently won a VC in Iraq; excellent 
reference, vg cond, A$32. 

193/73. (10092)  Arthur, Max. Symbol of 

Courage: A Complete History of the 
Victoria Cross.  Sidgwick & Jackson, 
London, 2004. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected 
d/w, plates, a chronology, appendix list all 
VCs to the end of the Falklands War, 
biographical index of VCs, general index, 
pp686, **vividly brings the story of the medal 
to life, from the Crimea to the Falklands, vg 
cond, A$34. 

193/74. (7811)  Bowd, Reuben R.E. Doves 
Over the Pacific: In Pursuit of Peace and 
Stability in Bougainville.  AMHP/AHU, 
Sydney, 2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, 
plates, maps, endnotes, nominal rolls 
(incomplete), index, pp260, **a history of the 
'crisis' on Bougainville in the North Solomons 
Province of Papua New Guinea and two 
regional peace support deployments: Operation 
BIG TALK and Operation LAGOON, new, 
A$35. 

193/75. (10091)  Bown, Stephen, R. a Most 
Damnable Invention: Dynamites, Nitrates 
and the Making of the Modern World.  
Viking Books, Melbourne, 2006. 1st ed, 8vo 
in protected d/w, plates and illustrations, 
biblio, index, pp272, **the dramatic story of 
two brilliant but controversial men, the 
Swedish chemist Alfred Noble and the German 
scientist Fritz Haber whose work with nitrates 
uncorked the genie. Millions died because of 
these men but the world also prospered, vg 
cond, A$28. 

193/76. (10167)  Braithwaite, Rodric. 
Afgantsy: The Russians in Afghanistan 
1979-1989.  Profile Books, UK, 2011. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in protected d/w, colour and b/
w plates, maps, chapter notes, biblio, 
index, pp417, **a cool and deadly assessment 
of the mess that Power can get itself into. More 
tragedy than villainy, more confusion than 
conspiracy and unutterably sad.  Nuanced, 
sympathetic & comprehensive, vg cond and 
well worth reading, A$28. 

193/77. (10096)  Carney, Daniel. The Wild 

Geese.  William Heinemann, London, 
1977. 1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, signed 
by Richard Burton, Roger Moore, Richard 
Harris and Hardy Kruger stars of the 
movie along with the director Andrew 
McLaglen, pp237, **this is a rare find. The 
movie of the book was made around this time 
and to find a copy signed by all the principal 
actors AND the Director is rare indeed. A very 
collectible item in mint cond,  A$2,400. 

193/78. (9895)  Evans, Martin. Algeria: 

France's Undeclared War.  Oxford Uni 
Press, NY, 2012, 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w 
plates, maps,  chapter notes, biblio, index, 
pp457, **the Algerian War of 1954 to 1962 
was one of the longest and most violent of the 
post-WW2 decolonization struggles, vg cond, 
A$32. 

193/79. (9674)  Fielding, Colonel Marcus. 
Red Zone Baghdad: My War in Iraq.  Big 
Sky Publishing, Sydney, 2011. 1st ed, trade 
8vo in card covers, colour plates, review 
copy (review included), appendix shows 
timeline, pp246, **the author worked as a 
planner in the high technology Strategic 
Operations Centre (SOC) embedded with the 
US Army. An account of the daily life of a 

senior officer in a theatre of war; one of 20,000 
Australians who served in Iraq, vg cond, 
A$25. 

193/80. (10168)  Green, David. Blenheim.  
Collins, London, 1974. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
d/w, colour and b/w plates, 
appendicesindex, pp162, **in 1704 
Blenheim, a small village on the Danube, saw 
the Duke of Marlborough decisively engage the 
French army and drive it into the Danube. The 
Duke was a masterful commander, a trait he 
passed down to his descendant Winston 
Churchill, vg cond, A$32. 

193/81. (8405)  Hodges, Michael. AK47: 

The Story of the People's Gun.  Hodder & 
Stoughton, London, 2007. 1st ed, 8vo in d/
w, pp225, **in 1947 Mikhail Kalashnikov won 
the design for a new assault rifle to replace the 
old Mosin-Nagant and PPSH. It has been the 
popular weapon of choice for guerrilla groups 
around the world. Russia and China have 
supplied most of them, new, A$26. 

193/82. (7505)  Hutchinson, Garrie. 
Pilgrimage: A Traveller's Guide to 
Australia's Battlefields.  Black Inc, 
Melbourne, 2006. Reprint, large 8vo in card 
covers, profusely illus in colour and b/w, 
maps, index, pp432, **a comprehensive and 
up-to-date traveller's guide from Gallipoli to 
Vietnam (no, nothing from the Boer War 
surprisingly), vg cond, A$28. 

193/83. (9964)  Kilcullen, David. Out of the 
Mountains: The Coming Age of the 
Urban Guerrilla.  Scribe, Melbourne, 2013. 
1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, appendix, 
chapter notes, index, pp342, **presents 
detailed, on-the-ground accounts of the new 
faces of modern conflict, outstanding stuff 
written before the rise of the Islamist ISIS, vg 
cond, A$26. 

193/84. (10020)  Lindsay, Neville. Loyalty 
and Service: The Officer Cadet School 
Portsea.  Historia Productions, Qld, 1994. 
1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, many 
plates and maps, nominal roll of graduates, 
glossary, honours and awards, biblio, 
index, pp354, **the aim of OCS was to qualify 
officers to the same standard as their RMC 
counterparts without the tertiary qualification. 
Some may say a better standard of officer came 
from OCS for the Vietnam war, vg cond and 
very scarce, A$130. 

193/85. (10133)  Oswald, Bruce & Waddell, 
Jim (eds). Justice in Arms: Military 
Lawyers in the Australian Army's First 
Hundred Years: Australian Army Legal 
Corps.  Big Sky Publishing, Sydney, 2014. 
1st ed large 8vo in d/w, plates, appendices 
after each major chapter, endnotes, biblio, 
index, pp575, **the role of Army legal officers 
in Australia and in expeditionary operations 
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from the Boer War until 2000. A 
comprehensive and absorbing history which 
describes the dynamic interaction of 
institutional and political imperitives & the 
personnel involved. vg cond, A$46. 

193/86. (7628)  Treloar, John & Shaw, Peter. 
The Kilted Battalion: The History of 16th 
Infantry Battalion (The Cameron 
Highlanders of Western Australia).  
Camerons Assn, Perth, 2006. 1st ed, 8vo in 
laminated boards, signed by Peter Shaw, 
plates, nominal rolls, appendices, biblio, 
index, pp236, **the 16th, a Militia battalion, 
was raised in Perth in 1936. The battalion kilts 
were discontinued as dress in 1942  when the 
Battalion became an 'AIF' unit. It saw Active 
Service in New Britain from 1944 to 1946. 
After WW2 it continued as a CMF unit until 
1960 where it was amalgamated with other WA 
CMF infantry battalions to form the Royal 
Western Australian Regiment (WAUR), new, 
A$50. 

193/87. (6340)  Walter, John. The Luger 
Story: The Standard History of the 
World's Most Famous Handgun.  
Greenhill Books, London, 1995. 1st ed, 8vo 
in d/w and mylar, profusely illus in b/w, 
identification lists, biblio, index, pp256, **a 
unique and indespensable reference book on the 
Luger. A guide to the gun from its creation to 
modern day. Covers all variants and 
production by more than 10 manufacturers, 
new cond, A$52. 

193/88. (10128)  Wardman, Wayne. The 

Owen Gun.  Author, Canberra, 1991. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, b/w plates, 
biblio, index, pp112, **one of Australia's only 
home grown weapons of WW2. It was ideal in 
the close jungles of the South west pacific but 
its 9mm calibre was limited over longer ranges. 
It was in service to the Vietnam War, vg cond 
and hard to find, A$48. 

 

Napoleonic, Crimean and 
Victorian Eras. 

 

193/89. (6022)   Black and White Budget 

(editor/compiler not shown)  Black and 
White Publishing Company, London, 1900. 
1st ed, 3 volumes bound in two, large dark 
green cloth-covered books, front and spine 
blocked in blind and gold, **bound issues of 
the weekly magazine  dated October 1899- Sept 
1900 of which numbers 1 to 13 are subtitled 
'Transvaal Special'. Essentially a pictorial 
record of the war including a summary of 
recent events and reports from the front, 
spines loose else remarkable cond and 
scarce (weight: 5kg total), A$100. 

193/90. (9485)  Andrews, Ted. "Kiwi 
Trooper": The Story of Queen Alexandra's 
Own.  Wanganui Chronicle Co Ltd, NZ, 
1967, 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w 
(shelf-worn), inscr in fep, colour plate of 
their Guidon in frontis, plates, appendices, 
also lists of commanding officers in various 
periods, pp273, **the history of the 
development of Queen Alexandra's Own 
Regiment and NZ cavalry in general and in 
particular the Wellington Mounted Rifles from 
the Maori Wars to WW2 and beyond, vg cond 
and scarce, A$45. 

193/91. (9273)  Austin, Paul Britten. 1812: 

The Great Retreat.  Greenhill Books, 
London, 1996. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/
w, plates, chapter notes, index, pp464, 
**tells the story of the end of the most famously 
disasterous campaigns in history using the 
words of the survivors to describe their 
desperate retreat from Moscow 1812, vg cond, 
A$28. 

193/92. (9144)  Butler, Raymond Reagan. 
Figaro's Fleet.  Nonsuch Publishing, UK, 
2008. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, chapter 
notes, biblio, index, pp288, **in 1776 the 
American rebel colonies  were desperately in 
need of arms and financial aid and the 
Frenchman Pierre Augustin Caron de 
Beaumarchais came rapidly to their aid with 40 
merchant ships operating across the Atlantic, 
as new cond, A$30. 

193/93. (9122)  Carew, Tim. (& drawings by 
Nicholas Bentley). How the Regiments 

Got Their Nicknames.  Leo Cooper, 
London, 1974. 1st ed, 8vo in price-clipped 
d/w, b/w drawings, index, pp157, **the 
Pompadours, the 'Jam Stealers', 'the Cherry 
Pickers', 'the Dirty Shirts' and many others. 
British Regiment all have nicknames, many of 
which reflect some 'shameful' occurrence in 
times gone by but cherished forever more, vg 
cond, A$28. 

193/94. (10156)  Chandler, David G. The 

Campaigns of Napoleon: The Mind and 
Method of History's Greatest Soldier.  
Macmillan, NY, 1974 (fp1966). 4th printing, 
huge 8vo in bumped d/w, plates and maps 
(some fold-outs), appendices, chapter 
notes, biblio, index, pp1172, **an exhaustive 
analysis and critique of Napoleon's art of war 
as he himself developed and perfected it in the 
major military campaigns of his career, good 
cond, A$45. 

193/95. (10157)  Cordingly, David. Billy 

Ruffian: The BELLEROPHON and the 
Downfall of Napoleon: The Biography of 
a Ship of the Line 1782-1836.  Bloomsbury, 
London, 3003. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected 
d/w, colour and b/w plates, maps, 
appendicesglossary, biblio, chapter notes, 
index, pp355, **the British 74-gun ship of the 

line BELLEROPHON (known as 'Billy 
Ruffian') played an important role in the defeat 
of Napoleon's navy at Trafalgar (1805), vg 
cond, A$40. 

193/96. (10142)  Deane, Anthony. Nelson's 
Favourite: HMS AGAMEMNON at War 
1781-1809.  Naval Institute Press, USA, 
1996. 1st US ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, 
maps and diagrams, chapter notes, 
appendices, biblio, glossary, index, pp320, 
**the 28 year career of HMS AGAMEMNON, 
a 64-gun ship of the line which became one of 
the most famous vessels in the Royal Navy, 
commanded between 1793 and 1796 by Nelson 
who always referred to her as his favourite ship, 
vg cond, A$36. 

193/97. (9646)  Donovan, James. A Terrible 
Glory: Custer and the Little Bighorn: The 
Last Great Battle of the American West.  
Little, Brown & Co, NY, 2008. 1st ed, large 
8vo in d/w, plates & maps (also on inside 
covers, extensive chapter notes, biblio, 
index, pp528, **26 June 1876 General George 
Custer and five undermanned companies of the 
famed 7th Cavalry were trapped on a hill 
overlooking the Little Bighorn River. They were 
surrounded by more than 1,000 Lakota and 
Cheyanne warriors - the rest is history, as new 
cond, A$27. 

193/98. (1882)  Fletcher, Ian, & Poulter, Ron. 
Gentlemen's Sons.  Spellmount, UK, 1992. 
1st ed, roy 8vo in d/w, illus and maps, 
index, pp251, **the Foot Guards from 1808 to 
1815 and their raison d'etre for service, new 
cond, A$32. 

193/99. (10034)  Glover, Michael. The 
Peninsular War 1807-1814.: A Concise 
Military History.  David & Charles, 
London, 1974. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, 
plates and maps, appendices, biblio, 
chapter notes, index, pp431, **this book seeks 
to give the basic skeleton of facts of the various 
campaigns and battles of the Peninsular War 
between Wellington and Napoleon, bit musty 
and slightly foxed else good cond, A$38. 

193/100. (8772)  Greaves, Adrian. Crossing 
the Buffalo: The Zulu War of 1879.  
Weidenfeld & Nicholson, London, 2005. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates & maps, 
appendices, chapter notes, biblio, index, 
pp383, **a description of the entire history of 
the infamous Zulu War, vg cond, A$36. 

193/101. (6609)  Harris, John. The Gallant 

Six Hundred: A Tragedy of Obsessions.  
Military Book Society, London, 1973. Poss 
1st ed?, large  8vo in d/w, news articles 
loose in fep, plates, biblio, source notes, 
index, pp270, **the Charge of the Light 
Brigade at Balaclava and an examination of its 
defeat. Harris contend it was more complex 
than the famous Lucan-Cardigan quarrel - in 
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effect, Cardigan was a dolt! vg cond, A$32. 

193/102. (8716)  Haythornthwaite, Philip J. 
The Napoleonic Source Book.  Arms & 
Armour Press, London, 1993 (fp1990.) 
Reprint, roy.8vo in card covers, profusely 
illustrated, glossary, miscellanea, index, 
pp414, **covers the campaigns, weaponry, the 
warring nations, the commanders, a most 
useful reference, vg cond, A$25. 

193/103. (1603)  Hillman, Alfred James. The 
Hillman Diaries, 1877-1884. The Personal 
Diaries of Alfred James Hillman from 21 
Dec 1877 to 24 Apr 1884.  F.V. Bentley 
Hillman, Perth, 1990. 1st ed, huge 8vo in 
d/w, colour plate of Major A.J. Hillman in 
Metropolitan Rifle Volunteers uniform, 
1841-1884, 68-page index, pp1052 (plus), 
**Perth Metropolitan Rifle Volunteers content, 
vg cond, A$55. 

193/104. (1905)  Keown-Boyd, Henry. A 
Good Dusting : The Sudan Campaigns 
1883 -1899.  Leo Cooper, London, 1986. 1st 
ed, small 4to in good d/w, profusely 
illustrated in colour and bw, maps, 
appendices, biblio, index, pp301, **the 
Sudan Campaigns were fought during the last 
two decades of the 19th Century. A drama on 
the grandest scale, vg cond, A$45. 

193/105. (10151)  Lambert, Andrew. 
TRINCOMALEE: The Last of Nelson's 

Frigates.  Chatham Publishing, London, 
2002. 1st ed, small 4to in good d/w, 
profusely illustrated in colour and b/w, 
appendices, index, pp160, **a description of 
the development, role and daily life of the 
frigate in Nelson's time. The TRINCOMALEE 
has been fully restored and is berthed in 
Hartlepool UK, vg cond, A$40. 

193/106. (1050)  Lawford, James The 
Cavalry : Techniques and triumphs of the 
military horseman: The stories of the 
great cavalry regiments, their 
commanders, their celebrated actions.  
Sampson Low/Roxby Press, UK, 1976. 1st 
ed, large folio 4to in d/, fully illustrated in 
colour and b/w, index, pp176, **this book 
unites two enthralling aspects of military life 
before the tank; the functions and behaviour of 
cavalry horses in war and the duties, training, 
traditions and deeds of the men who rode them, 
vg cond, A$26. 

193/107. (8386)  Narbeth, Colin. Admiral 
Seymour's Expedition and Taku Forts 
1900.  Picton Publishing, UK, 1980. 1st ed, 
8vo in d/w, plates, full medal rolls of ships 
involved in the Expedition, pp88, **the 
China Campaign 1900 - fanatical Boxers rising 
with the avowed intention of expelling 
foreigners from China. The race by an 
international force to relieve the Legations in 
Peking and the desperate struggle to gain 
control of the Taku Forts, vg cond and 

uncommon, A$25. 

193/108. (9866)  Newark, George & 
Christopher (eds). Kipling's Soldiers: A 

Selection of Rudyard Kipling's Poems.  
The Pompadour Gallery, UK, 1993. 1st ed, 
8vo in d/w, colour and b/w plates (colour 
plates by Bryan Fosten),   notes on poems, 
index of first lines, pp123, **over 100 years 
ago a volume of Kipling's verse entitled 
Barrack Room Ballads was produced. Kipling 
was generally an unkown journalist in India 
but it had a huge impact. This book is a 
selection of 24 of Kipling's great poems 
illustrated by Bryan Fosten, vg cond, A$26. 

193/109. (588)  Nicholls, Bob. Bluejackets 
and Boxers: Australia's Naval Expedition 
to the Boxer Uprising.  Allen and Unwin, 
Sydney, 1986. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/
w, profusely illustrated in b/w (colour 
feps), appendices (showing nominal rolls), 
biblio, index, pp164, **the colonies of NSW, 
Victoria and Sth Australia all answered the call 
to assist with the Empire's task of crushing the 
Boxer Rebellion in China. They sent over 500 
men in the expeditionary force in 1900, vg 
cond and scarce, A$42. 

193/110. (10155)  Nichols, Alistair. 
Wellington's Mongrel Regiment: A 
History of the Chasseurs Britanniques 
Regiment 1801-1814.  Spellmount, UK, 
2005. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/w, plates 
and maps, appendices, biblio, index, 
pp248, **this book tells the story of the 
formation of 'the Mongrels' (the 7th) and their 
role in Wellington's many campaigns from 
1811. They were drawn from many countries of 
Europe, vg cond, A$34. 

193/111. (6439)  Reitz, Deneys. Commando: 

A Boer Journal of the Boer War.  Jonathan 
Bull Publishers, RSA, 1998 (fp1929) 
Reprint, 8vo in card cov ers, index, pp328, 
**Reitz served right through the Boer War from 
the age of 17 and in WW1 went on to command 
a battalion of the Royal Scots Fusiliers on the 
Western Front. He went back to South Africa 
and entered the political arena serving in 
Cabinet for many years; an excellent read, as 
new cond, A$24. 

193/112. (10134)  Sargent, Clem. The 
Colonial Garrison, 1817-1824: The 48th 
Foot, The Northamptonshire Regiment in 
the Colony of NSW.  TCS Publications, 
ACT, 1996. 1st ed, large 4to in d/w, signed 
by the author, colour and b/w plates, 
appendices, chapter notes, biblio, index, 
pp200, **the 48th was one of 25 Regiments to 
serve in the NSW Garrison. Most were 
Peninsular veterans, vg cond, A$55. 

193/113. (7203)  Turner, Harry. Against All 
Hazards: Poems of the Peninsular War.  
Spellmount, UK, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, 
plates, pp115, **a collection of poems written 

during the Duke of Wellington's victories on 
the Iberian Peninsular, vg cond and 
uncommon, A$24. 

193/114. (7531)  Walker, Major  G. Goold, 
DSO, MC The Honourable Artillery 

Company 1537-1926.  John Lane The 
Bodley Head, London, 1926. 1st ed, 8vo in 
blue cloth with gilt titles and motif to 
cover, signed by the author, plates (colour 
plate in frontisp), roll of honour 1914-1919, 
citations for three VCs in WW1 (Haine, 
Pollard & Pryce), index, pp298, **a very 
good history of an ancient British unit which 
remains on the order of battle (in a mainly 
ceremonial role) to this day, vg cond and 
uncommon, A$145. 

193/115. (53)  Wieck, George F. The 
Volunteer Movement in Western 
Australia 1861-1903.  Paterson Brokensha, 
Perth. nd? 1st ed, small 8vo in card covers, 
illus, pp88, appendices list all units raised 
in the period and Commandants from 1855 
to 1905, **Colonel George Wieck was a famous 
military leader, historian and collector in WA, 
new cond and becoming scarce, A$32. 

 

Naval 

 

193/116. (8298)  Basarin, Vechichi & Hatice. 
Beneath the Dardanelles: The Australian 
Submarine at Gallipoli.  A&U, Sydney, 
2008. 1st ed, small 8vo in card covers, 
colour & b/w plates, biblio, index, pp211, 
**the HMAS AE2 achieved a daring passage 
through the Dardanelles on 25 April 1915 
where other attempts had been failures. She 
operated in the Sea of Marmara for 5 days 
before she was caught by the Turkish torpedo 
boat SULTANHISAR, Stoker scuttled his boat 
and AE2'S crew were rescued and interned 
as POWs, new, A$25. 

193/117. (8175)  Blackburn, Graham. The 
Illustrated Encyclopedia of Ships, Vessels 
and other Water-borne Craft.  John 
Murray, London, 1978. 1st ed, large 4to in 
protected d/w, fully illustrated, glossary, 
biblio, index, pp447, **an alphabetical listing 
with drawings of over 750 entries of every 
known major type of vessel from the first 
recorded Egyptian craft of 4000BC to the most 
advanced (to 1978) nuclear-powered vessels, a 
great reference, vg cond and uncommon, 
A$65. 

193/118. (7814)  Bowers, Paul. The Garrett 
Enigma: The Early Submarine Pioneers.  
Airlife, UK, 1999. 1st ed, roy. 8vo in d/w, 
many illustrations, appendices, biblio, 
pp224, **George William Garrett is sometimes 
referred to as the 'Father of the British 
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Submarine' although he never built a 
submarine for the Royal Navy. He designed 
and built a steam-driven sub in 1879 and later 
built others which were exported. His sub 
'Resurgem' sank in 1880, vg cond and 
uncommon, A$34. 

193/119. (1374)  Bromby, Robin. German 
Raiders of the South Seas: The Naval 
Threat to Australia and New Zealand 1914
-17.  Doubleday, Sydney, 1985. 1st ed, large 
8vo in d/w, profusely illus, index, biblio, 
pp208, **the story of the raiders EMDEN, 
WOLF and SEEADLER in WW1, vg cond, 
hard to find, A$35. 

193/120. (10150)  Broom, Gordon. The Rat: 

HMAS ARARAT, 1943-1945.  Bookmark 
Publishing, Perth, 1992. 1st ed, small 8vo in 
card covers, plates, map, pp93, **an account 
of life on board of one of theRAN's Covette-
class anti submarine patrol and escort ships 
during WW2. Told by Telegraphist Gordon 
Broom, vg cond and a rare RAN ship title, 
A$48. 

193/121. (3783)  Cairns, Lynne. Fremantle's 

Secret Fleets.  Australian Maritime 
Museum, Fremantle, 1995. 1st ed, oblong 
8vo in card covers, inscr, plates, lists of all 
US, British and Dutch submarines 
operating from Fremantle Harbour, biblio, 
source notes, pp87, **allied submarines based 
in Western Australia during WW2, an 
important reference, goodcond and now 
hard to find, A$45. 

193/122. (9224)  Doenitz, Admiral. 
Memoirs: Ten Years and Twenty Days.  
Weidenfeld and Nicholson, London, 1958 
(trans from the German - 'Zehn Jahre und 
Zwanzig Tage' 1st Eng ed, large 8vo in 
nibbled d/w, plates, appendices, index, 
pp500, **Doenitz became Hitler's successor in 
the last crumbling days of the Third Reich. 
Here he has written one of the most important 
and absorbing memoirs of WW2. He has a bit 
to say about Wolfpacks, American neutrality 
before 7 Dec 1941 and the LACONIA incident 
etc, good cond and not easy to find, A$28. 

193/123. (1949)  Frame, T R, Goldrick, J V P 
and Jones, P D. Reflections on the Royal 

Australian Navy.  Kangaroo Press, 1990. 
1st ed, 8vo in embossed boards, illus, notrs, 
pp417, **an interesting view of the RAN since 
formation, shelf wear else vg cond, A$24. 

193/124. (4557)  Hansen, Hans Jurgen. The 
Ships of the German Fleets, 1848-1945.  
Hamlyn, London, 1973. 1st ed, 4to in  d/w, 
fully illus in colour and b/w, index of 
ship's names, biblio, pp192, **gives a clear 
picture of the ships of the German fleets which 
were responsible for a century of German naval 
prestige, vg cond, A$32. 

193/125. (2269)  Hickling, Vice-Admiral 
Harold, CB, CBE, DSO. One Minute of 
Time: The 'Melbourne-Voyager' Collision 
10 Feb 1964.  AH & AW Reed, Sydney, 
1965. Reprint, 8vo in d/w, plates and illus, 
list of officers and men lost in the collision, 
pp235, **when MELBOURNE collided with 
VOYAGER in 1964, the court of enquiry dealt 
rough justice to men who should have been 
exonerated. This caused Admiral Hickling to do 
his own research and write this book, d/w 
shelf worn else good cond, A$26. 

193/126. (5759)  Hough, Richard. The 
Hunting of Force Z: Britain's Greatest 
Modern Naval Disaster.  Collins, London, 
1963. 1st ed, ex lib, 8vo in wrinkled d/w, 
plates, biblio, index, pp255, **the brief, 
controversial life of the modern battleship and 
its tragic close with the destruction of the 
'PRINCE OF WALES' and 'REPULSE' by 
Japanese dive bombers off Malaya in 1941, 
solid cond, A$22. 

193/127. (9235)  Howarth, David, & 
Howarth, Stephen. The Story of P & O 
1837-1987, the Peninsular and Oriental 
Steam Navigation Company.  Weidenfeld 
and Nicholson, London, 1986. 1st ed, 4to in 
protected d/w, signed by the authors, fully 
illustrated in colour and b/w, index, 
pp224, **the great P&O in various guises 
supplied troopship to every conflict and 
campaign from the Crimean War to the 
"Canberra" in the Falklands war in 1983, vg 
cond, A$32. 

193/128. (9118)  Inose, Naoki. The Century 

of the Black Ships: Chronicles of War 
Between Japan and America.  VIZ Media, 
USA, 1993. (thans from the Japanese) 1st 
US ed, large 8vo in good d/w, chapter 
notes, pp41, **for nearly a century the 
Japanese writers gave voice to the anxieties of a 
nation headed inexorably toward war with the 
United States. Since Perry's visit to Japan in 
his Black Ships in 1853 the theory has been 
written about by hundreds of writers - this is 
one of them, vg cond and previously not 
seen, vg cond, A$26. 

193/129. (6967)  Karig, Commander Walter, 
USNR & Kelley, Lieutenant Welbourn, 
USNR. Battle Report: Pearl Harbour to 

Coral Sea.  Farrar & Rinehart, NY, 1944. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in grey cloth slightly sunned, 
two book plates in feps, plates and maps, 
honours and awards, full casualty lists by 
State, pp499, **prepared from official sources, 
tells the story of the USN in the war, good 
cond, A$30. 

193/130. (6649)  Lewis, Tom. Wrecks in 

Darwin Waters.  Turton & Armstrong, 
Sydney, 1992. 1st ed, large 8vo in card 
covers, plates and maps, biblio, pp97, 
**covers ships sunk from 1830 through 

misadventure, war, accident and storm. 
Includes details of the Japanese submarine I-
124 and much other data on WW2 sunken 
ships and planes and the salvage of them, vg 
cond, A$24. 

193/131. (8973)  Lutzow, Konteradmiral 
Friedrich. Seekrieg und Seemacht (Naval 

Warfare and Naval Power).  German 
Army, Berlin, 1941. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
fragile d/w (now protected), full German 
gothic text, plates, pencil notes in German 
on the title page, pp203, **a Kriegsmarine 
book written by a famous Admiral in the early 
part of WW2 when German seapower was 
evident, good cond, A$25. 

193/132. (9871)  Mallmann Showall, Jak P. 
Hitler's Navy: A Reference Guide to the 
Kriegsmarine 1935-1945.  Seaforth 
Publishing, UK, 2009. 1st ed, large 4to in 
d/w, fully illustrated with colour & b/w  
plates and maps, chronology, glossary, 
biblio, 3 x indices, pp224, **a full coverage of 
the German navy from 1935 to 1945. vg cond 
A$28. 

193/133. (9442)  McLaughlin, Redmond. 
The Escape of the GOEBEN: Prelude to 
Gallipoli.  Seeley Service & Co, London, 
1974. 1st ed, 8vo in red cloth (lacks d/w), 
plates, maps, biblio, index, pp180, 
**concerns the events both political and naval 
following the close call between two RN 
cruisers and two German cruisers without 
contact as they were yet at war. The two 
German ships escaped to the Dardanelles thus 
convincing the Turks to come into the war on 
Germany's side, good cond, A$25. 

193/134. (7845)  Messimer, Dwight R. Find 
and Destroy: Antisubmarine Warfare in 
World War 1.  Naval Institute Press, USA, 
2001. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, chapter 
notes, biblio, index, pp298, **WW1 was the 
crucible of antisubmarine warfare (ASW) and 
years of trial and error between 1914 and 1918 
gave rise to the weapons and tactics used by 
today's ASW forces. This study was made 
using both British and German archives, vg 
cond, A$26. 

193/135. (9785)  Nesdale, Iris. Small Ships 
at War: The Royal Australian Navy.  
Author, Adelaide, 1993. 1st ed, tall 8vo in 
protected d/w, signed by the author, 
plates, maps, biblio, glossary of 
abbreviations, index, pp253, **an account of 
the various small ships of the RAN in WW2 
from auxiliary minesweepers, anti-submarine 
sweepers, boom defence, Fairmiles, survey 
ships, SRD flotilla of ships (Snake class - 
KRAIT etc), an excellent reference to a 
neglected field, vg cond and hard to find, 
A$60. 
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193/136. (8844)  Von der Porten, Edward P. 
The German Navy in World War 2.  
Thomas Y. Crowell Co, NY, 1969. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in faded red cloth (spine sunned), 
plates, maps, appendices, chapter notes, 
biblio, index, pp274, **presents a broad, 
accurate, clear and vivid picture of German 
naval strategy in WW2, good cond, A$24. 

193/137. (9048)  Walker, Frank B. HMAS 
ARMIDALE: The Ship That Had To Die.  
Kingfisher Press, NSW, 1992 (fp1990). 1st 
ed, 8vo in card covers,  plates and maps, 
appendices list ships company and their 
fates, pp179, **the ARMIDALE was sunk in 
Dec 1942 and a handfull only survived,. They 
can owe their lives to 18 yr old Ordinary 
Seaman Teddy Sheean who continued to fire his 
deck gun at the enemy even as the ship slipped 
beneath the wave. VC stuff if there was ever one 
(stand by to see Sheean's name put up if 
they reprise the Naval VS list), vg cond, 
A$28. 

193/138. (6078)  Waller, Douglas C. Big 
Red: Three Months on Board a Trident 
Nuclear Submarine.  Harper Collins, NY, 
2001. 1st  ed, large 8vo in good d/w, plates, 
roll of ship's company of USS NEBRASKA, 
source notes, index, pp336, **the Trident 
submarine is the most complex war machine the 
United States Navy has ever produced. Weight 
18,750 tons and carries 24 ballistic missiles, vg 
cond, A$32. 

193/139. (8718)  Watts, Anthony J. Japanese 

Warships of World War 2.  Ian Allen, 
London, 1966. 1st ed, small 8vo in d/w, 
fully illustrated, list of war losses,index, 
pp400, **the first book to detail the entire 
Japanese Navy in a single comprehensive 
handbook; excellent reference, vg cond, A$25. 

 

Special Forces & Airborne 

 

193/140. (10158)  Allen Jack and Cutts, 
Chris (eds). As it Seemed to Us: The 1st 

Australian Mountain Battery, RAA, AIF: 
1942-1945, Kokoda, Buna, Wau, Salamaua.  
Aebis Publishing, Brisbne, 1994. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in card covers, signed by Jack 
Allen, plates and maps, nominal roll, 
biblio, index, pp213, **the Unit saw action at 
Buna, Wau and Salamaua. They made a name 
for themselves when elements of the Unit 
parachuted with their guns into the Markham 
Valley with a US Army formation, vg cond 
and VERY scarce, A$85. 

193/141. (1684)  Astill, Don. Commando 
White Diamond: Unit History of the 2/8 
Australian Commando Squadron, 
Australia and South-West Pacific 1942-

1945.  AMHP, Sydney, 1996. 1st ed, 4to in 
printed boards, plates and maps, index, 
nominal roll, honours and awards, biblio, 
pp112, **the 2/8th served in Australia, New 
Guinea, New Britain an Bougainville, vg cond 
and scarce A$185. 

193/142. (3353)  Bainbridge, Norman. 
Humour in an SAS Signals Uniform.  
Author, Perth, 2000. 1st ed, roy 8vo in card 
covers, illus by Allan Langoulant, pp64, 
**an excellent addition to the SAS collection; 
very funny, new, A$20. 

193/143. (5173)  Buxton, David. Honour to 
the Airborne, Pt 2: Sword of Honour.  
Elmsdon Publishing, England, 1985. 1st ed, 
8vo booklet in card covers, plates, biblio, 
comp slip added loose, pp79, **a full listing 
of all awards and decorations won by (Brit) 
SAS soldiers from the original 'L' Detachment 
in North Africa in WW2 to the Falklands 
Campaign; part of a trilogy (Pt1 and Pt 3 never 
seen), mint cond and very scarce, A$28. 

193/144. (6365)  Coburn, Mike. Soldier 
Five: The Real Story of the Bravo Two 
Zero Mission.  Mainstream Publishing, 
UK, 2004. 1st UK ed, large 8vo in d/w, 
colour plates, glossary, pp249, **Mike 
Coburn, a Kiwi, was a member of B20 
(captured by the Iraqis) and has tried to publish 
this book for years. The British Government 
had other ideas and tried to have it banned 
(smacks of Scapegoats of the Empire in 1907). 
Eventually the NZ courts allowed him to 
proceed and this is it. An excellent and honest 
read, a great story, good cond, A$28. 

193/145. (6514)  Crookenden, LTGEN Sir 
Napier. Dropzone Normandy: The Story 
of the American and British Airborne 
Assault on D-Day 1944.  Charles Scribner's 
Sons, NY, 1976. 1st US ed, 8vo in d/w, 
plates and maps, index, pp304, **part of the 
big push into France, vg cond and hard to 
find, A$25. 

193/146. (2070)  Crossland, Peter ' Yorky' 
Victor Two : Inside Iraq:The Crucial SAS 
Mission.  Bloomsbury Publishing, London, 
1996. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, 
pp179, **the story of the 30 man half SAS 
Sabre squadron who attacked Victor Two, the 
Iraqi Scud control centre thus turning the tide 
of the war, a good story by one of the 
participants, vg cond, A$28. 

193/147. (8012)  Doran, Geordie (with Mike 
Morgan). Geordie: Fighting Legend of the 

Modern SAS.  Sutton Publishing, UK, 
2007. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, index, 
pp252, **Geordie Doran is a legend to all 
soldiers of the British SAS - he became an 
inspiration to his comrades and those who have 
followed in his footsteps. He served in 
Germany, Korea, Cyprus, Suez (1956) with the 
Paras,  Malaya (Malay Scouts), Oman, Yemen 

& Borneo, what a man, vg cond, A$36. 

193/148. (5634)  Foley, Charles. Commando 
Extraordinary: Otto Skorzeny's 
Remarkable Exploits.  Longmans, Green & 
Co, London, 1954. 1st ed,  8vo in sl faded 
and worn red cloth, ex hospital library 
stamp in prelims, plates, map,  index, 
pp231, **Skorzeny carried out many daring 
and creative operations for the Nazis in WW2. 
His rescue of Mussolini from a mountain 
fortress in a light plane was one of the most 
daring in the war. He was tried for war crimes 
at the end of the war but acquitted, solid cond 
and scarce, A$28. 

193/149. (5733)  Golley, John. The Big 
Drop: The Guns of Merville, June 1944.  
Jane's, London, 1982. 1st ed, 8vo in good 
d/w (now protected), plates, biblio, index, 
pp174, **the story of the capture and 
destruction of the Merville Battery flanking the 
vital Normandy invasion beaches by the 9th 
Bn, Parachute Regiment. After a disasterous 
landing and a week of bloody action they 
successfully took the guns - only 65 men left, 
vg cond, A$28. 

193/150. (3878)  Gregory, Barry and John 
Batchelor. Airborne Warfare, 1918-1945.  
Phoebus, London, 1979. 1st ed, 4to in 
protected d/w, colour portrait of Oberst 
Brauer, Fallschrmjager in protispiece, 
profusely illustrated in colour & b/w, 
index, pp128, **describes the growth of 
airborne campaigns in particular the German 
Fallschirmjager in WW2 and their equipments, 
vg cond, A$25. 

193/151. (8509)  Hibbert, Christopher. 
Arnhem.  The Windrush Press, UK, 1998 
(fp1962). Reprint, trade 8vo in card covers, 
plates and maps, biblio, index, pp207, 
**9,000 men of the 1st British Airborne 
Division were parachuted into the peaceful 
countryside that surrounded Arnhem in 
Holland. Their objective was to capture and 
hold the bridge over the Rhine ahead of the 
advancing British Second Army. They were, 
however, attacked by a Panzer Division that 
theyhadn’t realised was in the area. Many were 
KIA or captured, 2,000 escaped.Vg cond, 
A$27. 

193/152. (1404)  Hoe, Alan & Morris, Eric. 
Re-enter the SAS: The British Special Air 
Service and the Malayan Emergency.  Leo 
Cooper, London, 1994. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, 
plates, index, honours and awards, 
appendices lists operations conducted 
from Oct ‘50 to Oct ‘58, pp230, **Mike 
Calvert was instrumental in the re-raising of 
the SAS in 1950 for service in Malaya against 
the Communist Terrorists under Chin Peng, 
vg cond and now hard to find, A$36. 

193/153. (1179)  Horton, D.C. Fire Over the 

Islands: The Coast Watchers of the 
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Solomons.  A.H & A.W. Reed, Sydney, 
1970. 1st ed, 8vo in protected  d/w and 
mylar, plates, maps, index, pp256, **the 
story of Dick Horton's (RANVR) service in the 
Solomons (Guardalcanal) as a Coastwatcher 
incl the rescue of the crew of PT109 
(commanded by John F. Kennedy); an 
important book, vg cond and now scarce, 
A$38. 

193/154. (291)  Horton, Dick. Ring of Fire: 
Australian Guerrilla Operations Against 
the Japanese in World War II.  Macmillan, 
Sydney, 1983. 1st ed,  8vo in protected d/
w,  plates and maps, index, pp164, **the 
Ring of Fire refers to the intensive guerilla 
operations mounted by Services 
Reconnaissance Department (SRD -Australia, 
Britain and the US) against the Japanese, vg 
cond and becoming scarce, A$35. 

193/155. (8942)  Jennings, Christian. 
Midnight in Some Burning Town: British 
Special Forces Operations From Belgrade 
to Baghdad.  Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 
London, 2004. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w,  
colour plates, index, pp255, **the SAS & 
SBS have formed the cutting edge to UK 
foreign policy since the mid-nineties. From 
Kosovo where  they tracked Balkan war 
criminals to Afghanistan hunting Osama Bin 
Laden to the search for Saddam Hussein in 
Iraq, vg cond, A$25. 

193/156. (10010)  Jones, Tim. SAS: The First 
Secret Wars: The Unknown Years of 
Combat and Counter-Insurgency.  I.B. 
Tauris, London, 2005. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
d/w, b/w plates, abbreviations, footnotes, 
biblio, index, pp213, **the covert clandestine 
operations of the British SAS in the jungles of 
Malaya, Borneo and Brunei, to the deserts and 
mountains of the Middle East. But…when we 
all thought the SAS was disbanded in 1945 and 
resurrected in 1949 as the 'Malay Scouts' they 
had in fact lived on. They were involved in the 
Greek Civil War on the anti-communist side. 
They also worked in Palestine, Korea and 
Malaya, vg cond, A$28. 

193/157. (3166)  Ladd, James D. SAS 

Operations.  Robert Hale, London, 1986. 
1st ed, 8vo in good d/w,plates, index, 
appendices list /summary of SAS 
operations from 1941, pp218, **traces the 
variety of Brit SAS operations from their desert 
beginnings in 1941 to the Falklands War, a 
very useful reference for the SAS collector, vg 
cond and scarce in Australia, A$25. 

193/158. (4788)  Ladd, James. Commandos 

and Rangers of World War 2.  St Martin's 
Press, NY, 1978. 1st US ed, large 8vo in d/
w, profusely illus with plates, diagrams 
and maps, biblio, index, pp288, **the 
development and employment of Allied special 
forces in WW2, a very useful reference, vg 

cond, A$28. 

193/159. (7341)  Laffin, John. Raiders: Great 

Exploits of the Second World War.  Sutton 
Publishing, UK, 1999. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
good d/w, plates, index, pp194, **relates 
over 20 operations carried out by various 
raiding groups from Stirling's SAS to 
Skorzeny's rescue of Mussolini; much SAS and 
LRDG content, vg cond, A$26. 

193/160. (5172)  Lake, Carney. Reflected 

Glory: A Portrait of Britain's Professional 
Elite, Royal Marine Commandos.  BCA, 
London, 1994 (fp1990). Reprint, 8vo in d/
w, frontispiece drawing, pp227, **an 
unforgetable picture of life at the sharp end by 
one who served in the Royal Marines, vg cond, 
A$26. 

193/161. (4962)  Lodwick, John. Raiders 
from the Sea: The Story of the Special 
Boat Service in WW2.  Greenhill Books, 
London, 1990 (fp as 'The Filibusters' in 
1947). 2nd impr but 1st as this title, 8vo in 
d/w and mylar, plates, pp240, **the SBS 
grew from elements of SAS in the 
Mediterranean and Aegean and had a serious 
effect on the German army in the Greek islands. 
The 'Great Dane' Anders Lassen posthumously 
won his VC in this Campaign, at Commachio, 
Italy. vg cond, scarce, A$34. 

193/162. (3976)  Lucas Phillips, C.E., OBE, 
MC. Cockleshell Heroes.  Heinemann, 
London, 1956. 1st reprint, 8vo in worn d/
w, plates, illus and maps, appendices, **the 
story of one of the most daring small scale raids 
of WW2 where four men in two canoes attacked 
six ships in the French port of Bordeaux, gen 
good cond, A$26. 

193/163. (8445)  Malone, M.J. OAM (ed). 
SAS: A Pictorial History of the Australian 
Special Air Service 1957-1997.  Access 
Press/SAS Assn, Perth, 1997. 1st ed, large 
8vo in green & gold laminated pictorial 
boards, signed by ed, inscribed, full 
narrative pictorial, index, pp415, **a 40th 
Anniversary project for the Australian SAS 
Association, vg cond and now rare, A$160. 

193/164. (9246)  Maylor, Rob (with Robert 
Macklin). SAS Sniper: The World of an 

Elite Australian Marksman.  Hachette, 
Australia, 2010. Reprint, trade 8vo in card 
covers, colour plates, glossary of sniper 
terminology, pp331, **Maylor, an ex Royal 
Marine, served in Timor, Iraq and Afghanistan 
where he was wounded in action. Not a bad 
story which no doubt caused a bit of heart-burn 
in Swanbourne, vg cond, A$24. 

193/165. (9900)  McKay, Gary. On Patrol 

with the SAS: Sleeping With Your Ears 
Open.  Accessible Publishing Systems P/L, 
Sydney, 2007. (fp1999). 1st ed in this 

format, small 4to in card covers, large 
print, ex lib, plates, notes, biblio, index, 
pp458, **at last a good book in LARGE PRINT 
for us old blokes, good cond, A$24. 

193/166. (1528)  McNab DCM, MM, Andy. 
Immediate Action: The true story of his 
life in the SAS.  Bantam Press, London, 
1995. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, colour & b/w 
plates, pp389. **a better effort than 'Bravo 
Two Zero' which was all BS! vg cond A$24. 

193/167. (1410)  McNab, Alexander. We 
Were the First: The Unit History of No.1 
Independent Company.  AMHP, Sydney, 
1998. 1st ed, folio in laminated boards, 
fully illus, nominal roll, biblio, pp242, **the 
2/1st Independent Company later became 2/1st 
Australian  Commando Squadron, vg cond 
and scarce, A$185. 

193/168. (6586)  Millar, George. The 
Bruneval Raid: Flashpoint of the Radar 
War.  The Bodley Head, London, 1974. 1st 
ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, biblio, 
index, pp208, **the daring raid by C Company 
2 Para (led by Major J.D. Frost - later General) 
on the German radar station at Bruneval on the 
Normandy coast, vg cond, A$28. 

193/169. (4950)  O'Leary, Shawn. To the 
Green Fields Beyond; The Story of the 6th 
Division Cavalry Commandos.  Author, 
Qld, 1975. 1st ed, large 8vo in mint, 
protected d/w, plates, nominal roll, index, 
pp398, **one of Australia's most famous 
fighting cavalry regiments which started out 
fighting in North Africa and later was 
converted into a Commando unit to fight the 
Japanese in New Guinea, vg cond and a very 
scarce unit history, A$350. 

193/170. (8467)  Parish, Rick. Beyond Fear: 
Real Life in the SAS and Pararescue 
Teams.  New Holland Publishers, Sydney, 
2009. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, ex 
lib, pp206, **Rick Parish served in 152 Signal 
Sqn, Australian SAS where he participated in a 
lot of hard training. This is his version of that 
training, good cond, A$20. 

193/171. (4937)  Parker, John. SBS: The 
Inside Story of the Special Boat Service.  
Bounty Books, London, 2003 (fp1997). 
Revised edition, 8vo in d/w and mylar, 
plates, biblio, index, appendices list 
equipment, beach recce reports, etc, pp311, 
**the most modern book written about the 
British SBS which includes the 1st Gulf War, 
vg cond , A$45. 

193/172. (6756)  Ramsay Silver, Lynette 
(and Major Tom Hall). KRAIT: The 

Fishing Boat That Went to War.  Sally 
Milner Pubs, Sydney, 1992. 1st ed, trade 
8vo in card covers, plates, maps, nominal 
roll of crew and operatives, biblio, index, 
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pp181, **the KRAIT became famous as the 
fishing boat used on Operation JAYWICK, the 
first Z Special raid on Singapore Harbour, vg 
cond and scarce, A$36. 

193/173. (7170)  Rooney, David. Wingate 
and the Chindits: Redressing the Balance.  
Arms & Armour, London, 1994. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, biblio, 
index, pp256, **a chart of Wingate's early life, 
his time in Africa and the Middle East and his 
campaigns with the Chindits in Burma. He was 
a maverick warrior with an abrasive 
temperament but who was widely respected by 
his men but vilified by the commanders, vg 
cond, A$36. 

193/174. (4295)  Ross, Sheila. And 

Tomorrow Freedom: Australian 
Guerrillas in the Philippines.  Allen & 
Unwin, Sydney, 1989. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w 
and mylar, plates, maps, index, pp171, 
**the Major Rex Blow, DSO, AIF  story. Rex 
and Jock McLaren created havoc for the Japs in 
the Philippines, vg cond and now scarce, 
A$35. 

193/175. (8581)  Shennan, Margaret. Our 
Man in Malaya: John Davis, CBE, DSO, 
SOE Force 136 and Post-War Counter-
Insurgency.  Sutton Publishing, UK, 2007. 
1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, chapter 
notes, biblio, index, pp304, **John Davis was 
serving in the Federated Malay States Police 
when the Japanese invaded. He transferred to 
the SIS - MI6 and then in 1942, SOE. 
Escaping to India he planned and organised the 
infiltration of Chinese intelligence agents and 
British officers into Malaya. In 1943 he landed 
by sub at the head of Force 136. He later fought 
Cin Peng's Communists insurgents in the 
Emergency, vg cond, A$45. 

193/176. (1820)  Simpson, CBE. Brigadier 
John. The Quiet Operator.  Leo Cooper, 
London, 1993. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, 
maps, biblio, notes and sources, index, 
pp168, **the story of Len Wilmott, MM, an 
SAS Signaller on very active service in WW2, 
vg cond and now scarce, A$32. 

193/177. (10146)  Sparks, William, DSM 
(with Michael Munn). The Last of the 

Cockleshell Heroes.  Leo Cooper, London, 
1992. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/w, plates, 
map, index, pp152, **William Sparks, DSM 
was one of only two survivors from the 12 
commandos who launched an audacious raid by 
canoe on German shipping in Bordeaux. A 
great story of guts and determination, vg 
cond, A$32. 

193/178. (10125)  Stronge, Charles. SAS and 

Elite Forces Guide to Ropes and Knots: 
Essential Rope Skills from the World's 
Elite Units.  Amber Books, London, 2012. 
1st ed, small pocket-sized book in 

laminated boards, fully illustrated, 
glossary and notes, index, pp320, **a very 
useful book for the outdoorsman, new, A$22. 

193/179. (5401)  Walker, Richard & Walker, 
Helen. Curtin's Cowboys: Australia's 

Secret Bush Commandos.  Allen & Unwin, 
Sydney, 1989 (fp1986). 2nd impr, 8vo in 
card covers,  plates, maps, biblio, source 
notes, index, pp194, **the story of the 
Northern Australia Observer Unit (NAOU or 
Nackeroos) who patrolled the north of Australia 
in WW2, good cond, A$28. 

193/180. (8938)  Weale, Adrian. Secret 
Warfare: Special Operations Forces from 
the Great Game to the SAS.  Hodder & 
Stoughton, London, 1997. 1st ed, large 8vo 
in d/w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, 
pp300, **a wide ranging study from Lawrence 
of Arabia to Otto Skorzeny and David Stirling 
to de la Billiere in the Gulf War, vg cond, 
A$25. 

 

Vietnam 

 

193/181. (5044)  Blair, Anne. There to the 

Bitter End: Ted Serong in Vietnam.  Allen 
& Unwin, Sydney, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in card 
covers, plates, maps, source notes, 
glossary, index, pp298, **Colonel Ted Serong 
led the AATTV into Vietnam in 1962. He had 
a major role in advising the US Military 
Commander and to the CIA on counter-
insurgency, a long-awaited book on one of the 
legends of Vietnam, new, A$28. 

193/182. (5040)  Buick, Bob MM, & McKay, 
Gary, MC. All Guts and No Glory: The 

Story of a Long Tan Warrior.  Allen & 
Unwin, Sydney, 2000. 1st ed, 8vo in card 
covers, b/w plates and maps, roll of 11 Pl 
D Coy 6RAR at Long Tan, honours and 
awards, casualties, biblio,  index, pp251, 
**Bob Buick was Platoon Sergeant of 11 Pl D 
Coy 6RAR at Long Tan. His platoon took the 
brunt of the VC attack. He won his MM in this 
battle, good cond, A$26. 

193/183. (3468)  Croizat, Col. Victor, USMC, 
(Retd). The Brown Water Navy: The River 
and Coastal War in Indo-China and 
Vietnam, 1948-1972.  Blandford, UK, 1984. 
1st ed, large 4to in d/w, profusely 
illustrated, maps, index, pp160, **the 
amazing Riverine forces working in the 
extensive delta regions of Vietnam, vg cond, 
A$35. 

193/184. (8750)  Darlington, Robert. Sudan 

to Vietnam.  Shakespeare Head Press, 
Sydney, 1987. 1st ed, large folio-sized in 
protected d/w, fully illustrated in colour 

and b/w, biblio, pp232, **an over-view of 
Australians at war from the Colonial wars in 
Sudan, Boer War and Boxer Rebellion, WW1, 
WW2, Korea, Malaya, Borneo and Vietnam. 
Excellent colour plates, vg cond, A$26. 

193/185. (7498)  Davies, Bruce & McKay, 
Gary. The Men Who Persevered: The 
AATTV - The Most Highly Decorated 
Australian Unit of the Vietnam War.  
Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 2005. 1st ed in 
card covers, trade 8vo, plates and maps, 
full annotated nominal roll, biblio, list of 
decorations,  index, pp418, **the 'Team' 
served in Vietnam from 1962 to 1972. In that 
time around 1,000 soldiers served in various 
roles from advisory to direct leading of 
Vietnamese formations in battle. Four VCs 
were won by Team members (Badcoe, 
Wheatley, Simpson and Payne), fair cond, 
A$28. 

193/186. (9298)  Ekins, Ashley (with Ian 
McNeill) Fighting to the Finish: The 
Australian Army and the Vietnam War 
1968-1975. Official History of Australia's 
Involvement in Southeast Asian Conflicts 
1948-1975:  A&U/AWM, Sydney, 2012. 1st 
ed, very thick small 4to in d/w, profusely 
illustrated in colour and b/w, appendices, 
chapter notes, biblio, index, pp1139, **it's 
taken close to 40 years to see this last volume 
(vol 9) in the series on Southeast Asian 
conflicts. A huge work which could have been 
produced in two separate volumes instead of 
this 2.7kg monster. Nevertheless it is a most 
comprehensive and competent work - new, 
A$140. 

193/187. (2975)  Fall, Bernard B. Street 

Without Joy.  Pall Mall Press, London, 
1964 (fp1961). Reprint, 8vo in worn d/w 
(now protected), plates, maps and illus, 
index, appendices, extensive military biblio 
of Indo China, **one of the great books on the 
Indo China wars,  vg cond, A$65. 

193/188. (9468)  Goldstein, Gordon M. 
Lessons in Disaster: McGeorge Bundy 
and the Path to War in Vietnam.  Times 
Books/Henry Holt & Co, NY, 2008. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in protected d/w, notes, index, 
pp300, **a revelatory look at the pivotal 
decisions that led to America's entanglement in 
Vietnam, drawing on the insights and 
reassessments of one of the war's architects and 
charting vital lessons for the contemporary 
application of US power, vg cond, A$25. 

193/189. (5041)  Hall, Robert A. Combat 
Battalion: The Eighth Battalion in 
Vietnam.  Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 2000. 
1st ed, 8vo in card covers, b/w plates and 
maps, source notes, extensive biblio, index, 
pp308, **explores the life of Australian 
infantrymen of 8RAR in the Vietnam War, a 
good read, vg cond and now hard to find, 
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A$48. 

193/190. (2619)  Holloway, David. Hooves, 

Wheels and Tracks: A History of the 
4th/19th Prince of Wales Light Horse 
Regiment and It's Predecessors.  
Regimental Trustees 4/19 PWLH, 
Melbourne, 1990. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, 
colour and b/w plates (colour portrait of 
HRH Prince Charles in frontis), maps, 
appendices, end notes, index, pp850, 
**traces the history of the 4th/19th Prince of 
Wales Light Horse Regiment and it's many 
predecessors over 130 years; the first 
Australian APC unit to serve in Vietnam, an 
excellent history, vg cond, A$115. 

193/191. (10017)  Hutchins, Joel M. 
Swimmers Among the Trees:  Presidion, 
USA, 1996. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates 
and map, glossary, pp228, **an insider's 
history of SEAL Ops in Vietnam by a highly 
decorated SEAL veteran, vg cond, A$35. 

193/192. (4479)  Kaiser, David. American 
Tragedy: Kennedy, Johnson and the 
Origins of the Vietnam War.  The Belknap 
Press, Harvard Uni, USA, 2000. 1st ed, 
thick 8vo in d/w, plates, index, source 
notes, pp566, **the first book to draw on 
complete official documentation to tell the full 
story of how the US became involved in 
Vietnam, vg cond, A$24. 

193/193. (7700)  Kirkland, Fred (ed). 
Sometimes Forgotten.  Plaza Historical 
Service, Sydney, 1990. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
laminated boards, rolls of honour for 
Korea, addendum,  roll of various other 
actions, biblio, pp238, **being a record of 
those of Australia's military forces (RAN, 
Army and RAAF) who died and those who 
were decorated in Vietnam, Malaya, Borneo, 
Malay Peninsular, Korea, BCOF, UN, HMAS 
Voyager (1964) and RMC Duntroon (1956), 
vg cond, A$40. 

193/194. (1564)  McGregor, Sandy. No 
Need for Heroes: The Aussies who 
Discovered the Viet Cong’s Secret 
Tunnels.  Calm, Sydney, 1993. 1st ed, 8vo 
in card covers, plates, diagrams, 
appendices lists organisation and roll of 3 
Fd Tp RAE 1965-66, pp271, **Australian 
Engineer Tunnel Rats in Phuoc Tuy and Bien 
Hoa Provinces, Sth Vietnam, vg cond, A$24. 

193/195. (1565)  McKay, MC Gary. In Good 
Company: One Man’s War in Vietnam.  
Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1987. 2nd impr,  
8vo in good d/w,, plates & illus, index,  
pp197, **a grass-roots account of the blood, 
sweat and tears shared by an Australian rifle 
platoon in jungle warfare, one of the best 
personal accounts of a platoon at war, vg cond, 
A$28. 

193/196. (9254)  McNamara, Robert S. In 
Retrospect: The Tragedy and Lessons of 
Vietnam.  Times/Random House, NY, 
1995. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, 
chapter notes, maps on boards, appendix, 
biblio, index, pp414, **Robert McNamara 
was the Secretary of Defence for Presidents 
Kennedy and Johnson and was influential in 
the decision to go to war in Vietnam. He later 
came to believe the war was unwinable and 
resigned from public life till he wrote this book, 
vg cond, A$28. 

193/197. (5881)  Modystack, Neville J. The 
Pony Soldiers: The Australian Light 
Horse,  Vietnam, 1965-1966.  AMHP, 
Sydney, 2003. 1st ed, large 8vo in illus 
boards, nominal roll, appendices, index, 
pp112, **the combat experiences of 1 Troop, A 
Sqn, 4th/19th Prince of Wales Light Horse in 
Vietnam. The were equipped with US M113 
APCs. They were part of the 1 RAR group 
attached to the 173rd Airborne Brigade in Bien 
Hoa, new, A$45. 

193/198. (6875)  Mollison, Lieutenant-
Colonel Charles S. Long Tan and Beyond: 
Alpha Company 6 RAR in Vietnam 1966-
67.  Cobb's Crossing Publication, NSW, 
2006 (fp2005). 3rd ed, large 8vo in 
laminated boards,  signed by the author, 
colour and b/w plates, maps, appendices 
show full nominal roll of Alpha Company, 
glossary, superior paper, honours and 
awards, index, pp427, **a first-hand account 
of Long Tan, Operation Bribie etc. An excellent 
addition to our Vietnam histories, new, A$32. 

193/199. (9983)  Neese, Harvey & 
O'Donnell, John (eds). Prelude to Tragedy: 

Vietnam 1960-1965.  Naval Institute Press, 
USA, 2001. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected 
d/w, plates, map, appendix, chapter notes, 
index, pp309, **a compelling account of 
Americans & Vietnamese who participated in 
the early years of the Vietnam War, vg cond, 
A$26. 

193/200. (5003)  Newman, Major K.E. (ed) 
The ANZAC Battalion: A Record of the 
Tour of 2nd Battalion, the Royal 
Australian Regiment & 1st Battalion, 
RNZIR in South Vietnam, 1967-68.  John 
Burridge, Perth 1995. (fp1968) Reprint, 4to 
in cloth with gilt titles, colour and b/w 
plates, nominal roll, roll of honour, index, 
pp175, **2RARs 1st tour of Vietnam with the 
addition of two NZ Rifle Companies (Victor & 
Whisky) and their 23 operations in Phuoc Tuy 
and Bien Hoa Provinces including the Tet 
Offensive in 1968, (lacks the maps from the 1st 
ed), new, A$48. 

193/201. (10129)  Nott, Rodney & Payne, 
Noel. The Vung Tau Ferry (HMAS 
SYDNEY) and Escort Ships (Vietnam 1965
-1972).  GAM P/L, Melbourne, 1999 

(fp1998) Reprint, 8vo in laminated boards, 
profusely illustrated, signed and dedicated 
by one of the authors (Nott), nominal roll 
of all RAN  members who served on 
Logistic Support Ops in the Vietnam War, 
biblio, pp258, **first hand accounts by sailors 
and soldiers who sailed on SYDNEY and escort 
ships in support of Australia's comittment to 
the Vietnam War, vg cond, A$52. 

193/202. (6286)  O'Brien, Michael. 
Conscripts and Regulars: With the 
Seventh Battalion in Vietnam.  Allen & 
Unwin, Sydney, 1995. 1st ed, 8vo in 
protected  d/w,  plates and maps, 
appendices list roll of honour (both tours), 
decorations and awards, key appointments 
(both tours), source notes, biblio, index, 
pp311, **an amalgam of the two tours served 
in Vietnam by 7th Battalion, Royal Australian 
Regiment, vg cond and scarce, A$165. 

193/203. (5043)  O'Farrell, Terry, OAM. 
Behind Enemy Lines: An Australian SAS 
Soldier in Vietnam.  Allen & Unwin, 
Sydney, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, 
plates and diagrams, service history incl 
honours and awards, index, pp250, **an 
honest, personal account of one man's career as 
a soldier in the Australian SAS, vg cond, 
A$24. 

193/204. (8193)  Palazzo, Albert. Australian 

Military Operations in Vietnam.  AHU, 
Canberra, 2006. 1st ed, roy. 8vo in card 
covers, colour & b/w platesbiblio, index, 
pp173, **a useful overview of Australia's 
military effort in Vietnam, new, A$26. 

193/205. (1447)  Palmer Alexander M. 
Vietnam Veterans: A Record of Service.  
Military Minded, Perth, 1995. 1st ed, 4to in 
d/w, signed and dedicated by the author, 
plates, index, casualty list, superior paper, 
biblio, addendum inclded as a loose 
insertion, pp313, **an interesting look at 
families, brothers, fathers and sons, cousins etc 
who served in the Vietnam war, vg cond and 
now scarce, A$150. 

193/206. (5532)  Rowe, Maree. Vietnam 
Veterans: Sons of the Hunter - The Stories 
of 104 Vietnam Veterans.  AMHP, Sydney, 
2002. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, profusely 
illus, nominal index, pp304, **a collection of 
104 experiences of men from the Hunter Valley 
region of NSW who went, or were sent, to the 
Vietnam War. All three services are 
represented - an excellent addition to our 
Vietnam War history, new, A$38. 

193/207. (4885)  Sayce, Capt R.L & O'Neill 
Lt. M.D (eds). The Fighting Fourth: A 
Pictorial Record of the Second Tour in 
South Vietnam by 4RAR/NZ (ANZAC) 
Battalion, 1971-1972.  Burridge, Perth, 1989 
(fp1972). Reprint, 4to in d/w, many plates, 
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maps of operations, honour roll, nominal 
roll, honours and awards, pp208, **the 
story of an exacting operational  tour of Sth 
Vietnam, new, A$46. 

193/208. (9078)  Schulzinger, Robert D. A 
Time For Peace: The Legacy of the 
Vietnam War.  OUP, NY, 2008. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w, plates, chapter notes, 
biblio, index, pp252, **sheds light on how 
deeply etched memoriesof this devastating 
conflict have altered America's political, 
social and cultural landscape, new cond, 
A$22. 

193/209. (8900)  Stanton, Shelby. Special 
Forces at War: An Illustrated History, 
Southeast Asia 1957-1975.  Zenith Press, 
USA, 2008 (fp1990). Facsimile reprint, 
large 4to in d/w, fully illustrated in b/w 
plates, colour maps and posters, biblio, 
index, pp382, **a very detailed pictorial 
history of US Special Forces on operations in 
South Vietnam. Some Australian content, vg 
cond, A$50. 

193/210. (8202)  West, Andrew (ed). 
Rolling Thunder in a Gentle Land: The 
Vietnam War Revisited.  Osprey 
Publishing, UK, 2006. 1st ed, large 
roy.8vo in protected d/w, profusely 
illustrated in colour & b/w, endnotes, 
biblio, glossary, index, pp336, **traces the 
Vietnam wars from the French in the 1940s 
through to the evacuation of Saigon in 1975, 
vg cond, A$28 

193/211. (3554)  Wolff, Tobias. In 
Pharaoh's Army: Memories of a Lost 
War.  Bloomsbury, London, 1994 1st ed, 
small 8vo in contacted d/w, pp210, **the 
personal memoire of a young Special Forces 
officer serving in the Mekong Delta area of 
South Vietnam, vg cond, A$20. 

 

The Great War 1914-1918 

 

193/212. (7285)  Austin, Ron. As Rough as 
Bags: The History of the 6th Battalion, 
1st AIF, 1914-1919.  Slouch Hat 
Publications, Victoria, 2005 (fp1992). 
Reprint, trade 8vo in card covers, signed 
by the author, plates, full nominal rolls, 
honour roll, biblio, appendices, index, 
pp394, **the 6th Bn, AIF served at ANZAC, 
the Krithia charge, and then the Western 
Front at Pozieres, Bullecourt, Flanders and 
various other locations for the duration losing 
over 1,100 men in the process. (one VC was 
won by 2Lt Fred Birks at the 3rd Batlle of 
Ypres in 1917), vg cond, A$65. 

 

193/213. (1421)  Austin, Ron. Cobbers in 
Khaki: The History of the 8th Battalion, 
AIF, 1914-1918.  Slouch Hat Pub, Victoria, 
1997. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, ex library 
with usual marks and tags, plates, maps, 
full rolls, battle honours, honours and 
awards, index, pp314, **a Victorian unit, 
the 8th Bn, AIF,  served on Gallipoli and then 
right through the Western front Campaign, 
three VCs were won, (Beatham, Cook & 
Joynt), vg cond and scarce in 1st ed, A$75. 

193/214. (8006)  Baylebridge, William. An 
ANZAC Muster: Collected Works of 
William Baylebridge (Memorial Edition) 
Volume 2.  Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 
1962. Vol 2 is a revised edition of Vol 1 
produced in 1921 (100 copies only), 8vo in 
pr/cl d/w, (protected),  colour portrait in 
frontisp, pp226, **this is recognised as an 
outstanding and rare contribution to 
Australian literature. Its theme is the 
Gallipoli campaign of 1915, vg cond and 
hard to find, A$35. 

193/215. (1524)  Bean, C.E.W. Anzac to 

Amiens.  AWM, Canberra, 1961 (fp 
(1946). Reprint, 8vo in shelf-worn else 
good d/w, plates, maps, index, pp567, 
**A shorter history of the Australian Fighting 
Services in the First World War vg cond and 
becoming hard to find in d/w,, A$48. 

193/216. (4433)  Bean, C.E.W. (selected 
and annotated by Kevin Fewster) 
Gallipoli Correspondent: The Frontline 
Diary of C.E.W. Bean.  George Allen & 
Unwin, Sydney, 1983. 1st ed, roy. 8vo in  
d/w, plates, index, biographical notes, 
source notes, pp217, **selected extracts from 
Australia's official war correspondent on 
Gallipoli, gen good cond, A$36. 

193/217. (10152)  Beaumont, Joan. Broken 
Nation: Australians in the Great War.  
A&U, Sydney, 2013. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
d/w, plates and maps, appendices, 
chapter notes, biblio, index, pp628, 
**Beaumont brings the war years to life. The 
many battles, from Gallipoli to Hame, the 
conscription debate and the Spanish flu the 
soldiers brought home.  A lucid account of all 
aspects of life for Australians, vg cond, 
A$38. 

193/218. (5606)  Berrie, Lieut Geo. L. 
Under Furred Hats: 6th  Australian Light 
Horse Regiment.  Burridge, Perth, nd? 
(fp1919) Reprint, small 8vo in brown 
cloth covers,  titles gilt, plates, casualty 
lists, honours and awards, pp179, **the 
6th ALH served on Gallipoli and then in the 
Sinai-Palestine Campaign at Romani, 
Amman, Es Salt and the Jordan Valley, new 
cond and now scarce, A$185. 

193/219. (5281)  Browning, Neville. The 

Blue and White Diamond: 28th 
Battalion, AIF. 1915-1919.  Author, Perth, 
2002. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, signed by 
the author, plates (more than the 1st ed), 
maps, chronology, nominal rolls (incl 
nominal roll of POWs on the Western 
Front), honours and awards with 
citations, (incl Lt Alfred Gaby's VC), 
biblio, nom index, pp607, **the 28th, a 
Western Australian battalion, fought on 
Gallipoli and right through the Western Front 
with great distinction winning one VC 
(Gaby) and many other decorations - an 
excellent unit history, vg cond and now 
scarce, A$180. 

193/220. (8529)  Browning, Neville. 
Leane's Battalion: 48th Bn, AIF 1916-
1919.  Author, Perth, 2009. 1st ed, large 
8vo in d/w, signed by the author, plates, 
maps, nominal roll (plus a roll of POWs), 
roll of honour, honours and awards incl 
citations and recommendations, biblio, 
nominal index, pp480, **the history of the 
48th Bn, AIF from its formation in Egypt in 
earl 1916 from veterans of the 16th Bn, AIF to 
disbandment after the Armistice (Nov 1918). 
They saw action at Pozieres, Mouquet Farm, 
Guedencourt, Bullecourt, Messines, 3rd 
Ypres among others, new, A$120. 

193/221. (4088)  Browning, Neville. Fix 
Bayonets: The Unit History of the 51st 
Battalion, AIF.  Author, Perth, 2000. 1st 
ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, casualty 
list, roll of officers, nominal index, biblio, 
roll of POWs, honours and awards, **the  
history of the 51st in WW1; Poziers, Mouquet 
Farm, Noreuil, Messines, Passchendale, 
Polygon Wood etc mark the battle honours of 
a good fighting battalion of mainly West 
Australians, vg cond and very hard to 
find, A$195. 

193/222. (9811)  Browning, Neville. 
Fromelles to Nauroy: 31st Battalion, AIF 
1915-1919.  Author, Perth, 2013. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w, signed by the author, 
plates, maps, appendices list nominal roll, 
honour roll, POW roll, honours and 
awards (Bugden, VC KIA 28/9/17), 
nominal index, biblio, pp464, **formed in 
1915 in Australia and disbanded in 1919, the 
31st Bn, AIF saw active serviceat Fromelles, 
Bapaume, Polygon Wood, Amiens, Villers-
Carbonnel and the Hindenburg Line among 
others, outstanding unit history, new, 
A$120. 

193/223. (6962)  Candler, Edmund. The 
Long Road to Baghdad (in 2 volumes).  
Cassell & Company, London, 1919. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in green buckram with 
illustrated covers, (sl stained), inscr in 
fep, portrait of Major-General Townshend 
in frontis of vol 1, maps, plans and half-
tone plates, index in vol 2, pp294 & 311, 
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**Candler was an 'Eye-witness' for the 
campaign in Mesopotamia and due to 
censorship, saw the campaign through the 
eyes of the Army. The Campaign lasted from 
January to end of April 1916, some slight 
foxing else good cond and most 
uncommon, A$48. 

193/224. (3)  Chatto, R.H. The Seventh 
Company - Field Engineers A.I.F. 1915-
1918.  Burridge, Perth, nd? (fp1936). 
Facsimile reprint, 8vo in printed boards, 
plates, maps, rolls, honours and awards, 
casualty lists, pp214, **the 7th Fd Coy, AIF 
served on the Western Front in northern 
France (the Somme etc)  and Belgium Ypres 
etc). They were spread quite thinly doing a 
myriad of engineering tasks right across the 
front. They lost over 260 KIA; good unit 
history, vg cond, A$120. 

193/225. (6770)  Cranston, Fred. "Always 
Faithful": The History of the 49th 
Australian Infantry  Battalion 1916-1982.  
Boolarong Publications, Qld, 1983. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in laminated boards,  plates, 
maps, roll of officers and SNCOs of the 
modern 49th in 1983, index, pp243, **the 
49th was formed in 1916 and saw action on 
the Western Front at the Somme, Poziers, 
Bullecourt and Messines among others. In 
WW2 they were a Militia Battalion which 
deployed to the South West Pacific, Gona, 
Buna and Sanananda Road. The modern 49th 
is an Army Reserve Unit in Qld (49RQR), 
vg cond and now hard to find, A$120. 

193/226. (9957)  Dunn, Lieut. E.A. Three 

ANZACS in the War.  Skeffington & Son, 
London, nd? (c1920) 1st ed, 8vo in red 
cloth, book plate, pp246, **the story of three 
Australians who volunteer for service oerseas 
written by the one survivor. Written with 
dash and spirit, deep pathos and sparkling 
humour, good cond and uncommon, 
A$26. 

193/227. (9701)  Ekins, Ashley (ed) 
Gallipoli: A Ridge Too Far.  AWM/
Exisle Publishing, Canberra, 2013. 1st ed, 
small 4to in d/w, profusely illustrated in 
colour and b/w, colour maps, notes, 
index, pp336, **a range of views by 
distinguished historians from every country 
involved in the conflict. These views offer a 
more complete picture of the historic events 
on Gallipoli than has hitherto been available, 
new, A$55. 

193/228. (5861)  Fewster, Kevin, Basarin, 
Vecihi & Hatice. Gallipoli: The Turkish 

Story.  Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 2003 
(fp1985). 2nd ed, trade 8vo in card covers, 
b/w plates with coloured endpapers, 
maps, source notes, biblio, index, pp166, 
**a remarkable work depicting the Turkish 

struggle at Gallipoli, new, A$22. 

193/229. (6655)  Frame, Tom. The Shores 
of Gallipoli: Naval  Aspects of the 
ANZAC Campaign.  Hale & Iremonger, 
Sydney, 2000. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card 
covers, plates, maps, biblio, chapter notes, 
index, pp256, **the RAN played a crucial 
role in the Gallipoli Campaign. The 
outstanding achievement of the submarie 
AE2, the first Allied sub to penetrate the 
Dardanelles; the heroic work of the RAN 
Bridging Train and the joint Turkish-
Australian discovery of the sunken AE2 in 
1998, vg cond, A$28. 

193/230. (5656)  Freeman, R.R. 
Hurcombe's Hungry Half Hundred: A 
Memorial History of the 50th Battalion, 
AIF, 1916-1919.  Peacock Publications, 
Adelaide, 1991. 1st ed, large 4to in  
protected d/w, profusely illus (colour 
plate of colour patch in frontis), with 
supplement, nominal roll, honour roll 
with death dates, battle honoursend 
notes, diary, officer lists, pp350, **the 50th 
Bn, AIF was formed from the 10th Bn after 
the withdrawal from Gallipoli and served 
throughout the Western Front in particular 
Pozieres, Bullecourt, Messines, Passchendale, 
Villiers-Bret, and the Hindenberg Line. 
Hurcombe was the founding CO, vg cond, 
A$150. 

193/231. (7631)  Freeman, R.R. Second to 
None: A Memorial History of the 32nd 
Battalion, AIF, 1915-1919.  Peacock 
Publications, Adelaide, 2006. 1st ed, large 
4to in d/w, signed by the author, 
profusely illustrated, nominal rolls, 
appendices, large landscape photo in 
pocket at rear, pp422, **the 32nd Bn, 
AIFwas raised in Adelaide in 1915 of mostly 
South Australians and West Australians. It 
was a unit of the 5th Division on the Western 
Front and saw action at Fromelles, Ypres and 
the Hindenburg Line. vg cond, A$180. 

193/232. (3459)  G.W.G & S. The Thirty-
Ninth: The History of the 39th Battalion, 
Australian Imperial Force.  Burridge, 
Perth Nd? (fp1934) Facsimile reprint, 8vo 
in decorated boards, illus,  11 folding 
maps, index, nominal roll, honours and 
awards, pp371, **a Victorian Battalion 
trained on Salisbury plain as a part of the 3rd 
Division, saw action right through the 
Western Front Campaign, a good unit history 
and now scarce, vg cond, A$275. 

193/233. (8849)  Gellert, Leon. Songs of a 

Campaign.  Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 
1917. 3rd and enlarged ed, small 8vo in 
green cloth, illustrated by Norman 
Lindsay, pp124, **for many years Leon 
Gellert wrote a literary column for the Sydney 

Morning Herald. His poems are a valuable 
part of the history of the Dardanelles 
Campaign. He has been described as 
Australia's finest poet of the Great War, vg 
cond and hard to find, A$36. 

193/234. (29)  Gorman, Captain E. MC. 
With the Twenty-Second: A History of 
the 22nd Battalion, A.I.F.  History House, 
Melbourne, 2001.(fp1919) Revised ed 
(3rd), folio in protected d/w, #162 of 500, 
profusely illustrated,  full nominal roll, 
many additional photos, pp243, **the 22nd 
Bn, AIF saw active service on Gallipoli and 
the Western Front at Poziers, Mouquet Farm, 
Ypres, the Somme, Bullecourt and many other 
areas, vg cond, A$185. 

193/235. (10154)  Graves, Robert. 
Lawrence and the Arabs.  Jonathan Cape, 
London, 1927. 1st ed,in new blue 
buckram bindings, plates, appendices, 
index, pp454, **an account of Lawrence's 
work with the Arabs in the Sinai-Palestine 
Campaign in WW1, vg cond, A$36. 

193/236. (9089)  Harris, Kirsty. More Than 

Bombs and Bandages: Australian Army 
Nurses at Work in World War 1.  Big Sky 
Publishing/AHU, Canberra, 2011. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w, plates, appendices, 
chapter end notes, biblio, index, pp344, 
**the story of the Australian Army Nursing 
Service (AANS) during WW1. An absorbing 
and meticulously constructed book 
showcasing the breadth and significance of the 
contributions Army nurses made in WW1, 
new, A$40. 

193/237. (7069)  Hatwell, Jeff. No 
Ordinary Determination: Percy Black 
and Harry Murray of the First AIF.  
Fremantle Arts Centre Press, Fremantle, 
2005. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, ex 
lib, plates and maps, source notes, biblio, 
index, pp303, **Percy Black, DSO, DCM, C 
d G (KIA at Bullecourt April 1917) and 
Harry Murray, VC, CMG, DSO & Bar, 
DCM, C d G, were two of the bravest and 
most capable Australian soldiers ever to 
depart these shores. Both started off as Private 
soldiers and won DCMs on Gallipoli in 
1915, good cond, A$28. 

193/238. (8010)  Hollis, Kenneth. Thunder 

of the Hooves: A History of 12 
Australian Light Horse Regiment, AIF, 
1915-1919.  AMHP, Sydney, 2008. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in laminated hard boards, 
plates & maps, full nominal roll incl 
reinforcement lists, honours and awards, 
honour roll, biblio, nominal and general 
index, pp214, **the 12th LH Regt served on 
Gallipoli and in the Sinai-Palestine Campaign 
atRomani, Gaza, the attack on Beersheba, 
Palestine, Tiberius and Damascus, new, 
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A$75. 

193/239. (1801)  Hunter, Doug. My Corps 

Cavalry: The History of the 13th 
Australian Light Horse, AIF on the 
Western Front in WW1.  Slouch Hat 
Publications, Victoria, 1999 1st ed, 8vo in 
d/w, plates, maps, full rolls, pp276, **the 
only Australian Light Horse unit (with 
horses) to serve outside the Sinai Palestine 
Campaign, new and now becoming scarce, 
A$75. 

193/240. (7789)  Hurst, James. Game to 
the Last: The 11th Australian Infantry 
Battalion at Gallipoli.  Oxford Uni Press, 
Melbourne, 2005. 1st ed, 8vo in protected 
d/w, very clean ex lib copy, plates & 
maps, notes, index, pp267, **the story of 
the men of what would become 'one of the 
finest battalions which served in the war', the 
West Australian 11th Bn, AIF during the 
Gallipoli Campaign of 1915, vg cond, A$38. 

193/241. (8905)  Likeman, LtCol Robert, 
CSM. Gallipoli Doctors: The Australian 

Doctors at War Series Volume 1.  Slouch 
Hat Publications, Victoria, 2010. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, 
nominal roll of all AIF doctors who 
served, chapter notes, index, pp223, 
**close to 300 doctors served on Gallipoli in 
the AIF and ANZAC - this is a compilation of 
mini biographies of each of them, new, A$65. 

193/242. (9531)  Likeman, Colonel Robert, 
CSM. From the Tropics to the Desert: 
German New Guinea, Egypt & 
Palestine, 1914-1921: The Australian 
Doctors at War Series, Vol 2.  Slouch Hat 
Publications, Victoria, 2012. 1st ed, large 
8vo in d/w, plates, appendices, nominal 
roll of all doctors, index, pp223, **Vol 2 
follows on from 'Gallipoli Doctors' by the 
same author, edited by Ron Austin. It covers 
the Australian Naval & Military 
Expeditionary Force (AN&MEF) to German 
New Guinea from 1914 and the AIF durining 
the Egyptian/Palestine Campaign, 1916-
1918, new, A$65. 

193/243. (10132)  Lynch, E.P.F. Somme 
Mud: The Experiences of an 
Infantryman in France, 1916-1919.  Index 
Books, London, 2006. Reprint, large 8vo 
in protected d/w, plates, glossary, pp347, 
**one of the great WW1 books . Up there with 
'Her Soldiers We' and 'All Quiet', vg cond 
and hard to find in h/b, A$48. 

193/244. (9942)  Macdonald, Lynn. To The 

Last Man: Spring 1918.  Viking, London, 
1998. 1st ed, large 8vo on d/w, letters and 
articles loose in fep, plates, maps, biblio, 
author;s notes, index, pp382, **describes 
the first momentous months of 1918 when the 
long stalemate of the trenches was brought to 

an end by a massive German assault on the 
Western Front. It broke the line and almost 
broke the British Army, Aussies & Kiwis in 
the thick of the fray, vg cond, A$28. 

193/245. (9100)  Matthews, Wayne & 
Wilson, David. Fighting Nineteenth: 
History of the 19th Infantry Battalion, 
AIF, 1915-1918.  AMHP, Sydney, 2011. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, 
profusely illustrated in colour and b/w, 
complete with research disc at rear, 
appendices include roll of honour,  
elistment table by country and state of 
birth, POW list, index, pp520, **almost 
5,000 men served in the 19th Bn, AIF during 
its three and a half years as one of the four 
battalions of the 5th Brigade, 2nd Division. It 
is still on the ORBAT of 2 Div today as 
19RNSWR, new, A$110. 

193/246. (1195)  McNicol N.G. The Thirty-
Seventh: The History of the 37th 
Battalion, AIF.  Burridge, Perth, nd? 
(fp1936) Facsimile reprint 8vo in original 
blue cloth  boards, a full nominal roll incl 
casualties, plates, illus and maps, pp354 
**a Victorian battalion, the 37th was part of 
the 10th Brigade, 4th Div and served with 
distinction on the Western Front at Messines, 
Ypres, Passchendaele and the Hindenburg 
Line among others, vg cond, now very 
scarce, A$300. 

193/247. (9288)  Newman, Steve. Gallipoli 

Then and Now.  Battle of Britain Intl/
After the Battle, UK, 2000. 1st ed, oblong 
4to in good d/w, narrative pictorial, 
index, pp232, **a unique link between the 
past and the present. Much ANZAC content, 
vg cond, A$36. 

193/248. (4194)  Olden, LtCol A.C.N., 
DSO. Westralian Cavalry in the War: 
The Story of the Tenth Light Horse 
Regiment, AIF, in the Great War, 1914-
1918.  Alexander McCubbin, Melbourne, 
1921. 1st ed, large rebound red volume, 
original spine pasted down, plates, maps 
(7 - in map packet at rear), inscr in fep, 
nominal rolls (by reinforcement), honours 
and awards, (incl Throssel's VC), roll of 
honour,  pp390 **a RARE book - one of 
Australia's most celebrated Light Horse units 
which served on Gallipoli as Infantry and 
then right through the Sinai-Palestine 
Campaign, spine and lower part of cover 
sunned else in remarkable solid 
condition, A$600. 

193/249. (7587)  Olson, Wes. Gallipoli: 

The Western Australian Story.  UWA 
Press, Perth, 2006. 1st ed, roy.8vo in d/w, 
signed by the author, plates and maps, 
source notes, biblio, index, pp396, **a fresh 
perspective on the epic WW1 military 
campaign fought on the Gallipoli Peninsular 

of Turkey; an excellent resource, vg cond, 
A$120. 

193/250. (6117)  Pedersen, P.A. Monash as 

Military Commander.  MUP, Melbourne, 
1985. 1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, inscr 
in fep, plates and maps, source notes, 
biblio, index, pp363, **a detailed and 
dispassionate account of Sir John Monash's 
development as a military commander before 
and during WW1, vg cond and hard to 
find, A$88. 

193/251. (10054)  Pittaway, Andrew. 
Fremantle Voices of the Great War: A 
History of Fremantle People Who 
Served in the Great War of 1914-1919.  
Author, Perth, 2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
d/w, signed by the author, profusely 
illustrated, maps, roll of honour, roll of 
returned men, honours and awards, foot 
notes, biblio, nominal index, pp580, 
**quite an extraordinary and complete study 
of Fremantle's commitment in the Great War. 
Well done Andrew, new, A$48. 

193/252. (564)  Private 10922 (Manning, 
Frederic) Her Privates We.  Peter Davies, 
London, 1930. 5th impression, thick 8vo 
in stained cloth boards, classic original 
illustration on front board, pencil note in 
rear fep, pp458, **Manning, an Australian, 
served with the British Army on the Western 
Front in the Somme and Ancre fronts. 
Considered one of the most important books 
written on the Western Front. He died in 
1935, solid condition, goodcond, A$45. 

193/253. (8494)  Richardson, Lieut-
Colonel, J.D. DSO. The History of the 7th 
Light Horse Regiment, AIF,  1914-1919.  
A. Green, Brisbane, 2009. (fp1923). 
Facsimile, large 8co in cloth boards, 
numbered copies, plates, mapshonours 
and awards, honour roll, pp126, **the 7th 
was raised in NSW in 1914 serving on 
Gallipoli and then the Sinai-Palestine 
Campaign at Romani, Gaza, Beersheba, 
Jordan among others, new, A$200. 

193/254. (9939)  Senior, Ian, Home Before 

the Leaves Fall; A New History of the 
German Invasion of 1914.  Osprey 
Publishing, UK, 2012. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
d/w, plates and maps, appendices, 
chapter notes, biblio, index, pp392, **the 
German invasion of France and Belgium in 
August 1914 came agonizingly close to 
defeating the French armies, capturing Paris 
and ending WW1 before the leaves had fallen, 
vg cond, A$28. 

193/255. (9482)  Shadbolt, Maurice. Voices 

of Gallipoli.  Hodder & Stoughton, 
Auckland, 1988. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, 
plates, pp123, **the NZ story of Gallipoli 
told by men who were there, many never 
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having spoken of it for many years, rivetting 
stuff, vg cond, A$26. 

193/256. (5909)  Simpson, Cameron. 
Maygar's Boys: A Biographical History of 
the 8th Light Horse Regiment, AIF, 1914-
1919.  'Just Soldiers' Publications, Victoria, 
1998. 1st ed, large 4to in good  d/w, plates 
and maps,  index, pp308, **an A to Z 
biographical listing of all who served in the 8th 
LH in WW1 under LtCol Leslie Maygar, VC, 
DSO. The 8th LH served on Gallipoli 
(particularly at 'The Nek') and then the Sinai-
Palestine Campaign including the ride on 
Beersheeba, vg cond, A$140. 

193/257. (7629)  St. Claire, Ross. Our Gift 
to the Empire: 54th Australian Infantry 
Battalion, AIF, 1916-1919.  Author, 
Sydney, 2006. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, 
signed and numbered (126/1000) plates 
(some colour) and maps, nominal rolls 
plus many biographical sketches,  
appendices, index, pp454, **the 54th was 
raised in 1916 in NSW to fight on the Western 
Front. It saw action at Fromelles, Flaibaix, 
Bullecourt, Viller-Bretonneaux and Polygon 
Wood, new, A$175. 

193/258. (6998)  Stanley, Peter. Quinn's 

Post: ANZAC, Gallipoli (AIF).  A&U, 
Sydney, 2005. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card 
covers, plates and maps, extensive biblio, 
index, pp226, **known as 'the deadliest 
position on the Peninsula' by the men who 
fought there. If Quinn's wasn't held, then no 
one in ANZAC was safe - excellent book, vg 
cond, A$26. 

193/259. (3964)  Treves, Sir Frederick, Bt. 
(ed) Made in the Trenches: Composed 
Entirely from Articles and Sketches 
Contributed by Soldiers.  George Allen, 
London,1916. 1st ed, small 4to in boards, 
illus (some by Bairnsfather [Old Bill}), **a 
lovely original book of stories, poems and 
illustrations in very good cond, now scarce, 
A$45. 

193/260. (5653)  White, Capt Thomas A. 
The Fighting Thirteenth.  Burridge, Perth 
nd? (fp1924). Facsimile reprint, 4to in d/w, 
colour photo of battalion colour in frontis, 
plates, maps, (2 x VCs, Murray and 
Sexton), pp168, **the 13th Bn AIF fought on 
Gallipoli and the Western Front particularly in 
Flanders, Pozieres, Mouquet Farm, Stormy 
Trench (Murray's VC), Bullecourt, Messines 
etc. A very heavily decorated  Australian unit 
with 2 VCs, 6 DSOs, 33 MCs, 31 DCMs, 195 
MMs, vg cond and now scarce, A$130. 
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193/261. (8374)  Angolia, Major John R. 
Daggers, Bayonets and Fighting Knives 
of Hitler's Germany.  R. James Bender, 
USA, 1971. 1st ed, large 8vo in decorated 
boards, fully illustrated, listing of makers 
codes, biblio, pp334, **an outstanding 
reference for the serious German militaria 
collector, white covers contacted else vg 
cond and scarce, A$135. 

193/262. (3123)  Aplin, Douglas. Rabaul 
1942. The Tragic Story of the 2/22 
Australian Infantry Battalion, AIF and 
the Men and Women of Lark Force.  
Melbourne, 1980. 1st ed, 8vo in shelf-worn 
d/w, now protected, plates, full rolls of 
those killed and missing, pp295, **the 
dreadful story of the capture of Rabaul by the 
Japanese and the massacres that followed, vg 
cond and scarce in 1st ed, A$65. 

193/263. (10170)  Atkinson, Rick. The Day 
ofBattle: The War in Sicily and Italy 1943-
1944.  Little, Brown, UK, 2007. 1st Eng ed, 
large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and 
maps, huge quantity of notes, large biblio, 
index, (vol 2 in the Libertion Trilogy), 
pp791, **the battles of Salerno, Anzio and 
Monte Cassino numbered among the lethal 
carnage of the war in Sicily and Italy. Initially 
considered a bad idea by the Allies, it gained 
momentum once on the ground. LtGen Mark 
Clark remains a controversial figure to this 
day, vg cond, A$35. 

193/264. (10171)  Atkinson, Rick. The Guns 
at Last Light: The War in Western 
Europe, 1944-1945.  Henry Holt and Co, 
NY, 2013. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/
w, plates andmaps, vast quantity of notes 
and large biblio, index, pp877, **the 
magnificient conclusion to Atkinson's vast 
work. He won the Pulitzer Prize for his efforts. 
One of the best general accounts of the Allied 
thrust towards Germany, vg cond, A$35. 

193/265. (10173)  Baime, A.J. The Arsenal 
of Democracy: FDR, Detroit and an Epic 
Quest to Arm an America at War.  
Houghton, Mifflin, Harcourt, NY, 2014. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and 
diagrams, notes, index, pp364, **the story of 
Detroit and its role in building the American 
bomber force from zero to the world's biggest, 
vg cond, A$34. 

193/266. (6642)  Ball, Reg A. Torres Strait 
Force: Cape York, Thursday Island and 
Merauke, 1942-1945.  AMHP, Sydney, 
1991. 1st ed, 4to in illus boards, profusely 
illus with maps, plates and drawings, 
biblio, index of units and names, pp300, 

**the defence of Torres Strait and Dutch New 
Guinea played a vital part in ensuring that the 
enemy did not make a landing on Cape York or 
areas close to our critical bases. The defences 
came under constant air attacks, sl bumped 
bottom corners else vg cond, A$86. 

193/267. (9967)  Bancroft, RANR, Able-
Seaman Arthur & Yeoman of Signals R.G. 
Roberts, RAN. The Mikado's Guest: A 

Story of Japanese Captivity.  Authors, 
Perth, nd? Poss reprint, large 8vo in card 
covers, signed by Bancroft, text 
illustrations, map and plate in frontispiece, 
pp152, **both authors were HMAS PERTH 
survivors at Sunda Strait. Captivity followed, 
the Burma Thai Railway, and various other 
atrocities. Bancroft was sunk again on his way 
to work in the mines in Japan. Remarkable 
story, vg cond, A$45. 

193/268. (7437)  Beevor, Antony. Berlin: 

The Downfall 1945.  Penguin Viking, 
London, 2003 (fp2002). Repint, thick 8vo in 
card covers, plates and maps, source notes, 
biblio, index, pp490, **the capture of Berlin 
saw the most terrifying example of fire and 
sword ever known. Hundreds of thousands 
died and over 7 million fled west from the 
terror of the Red Army. The author accesses 
both Allied and Soviet files to write this very 
credible account, vg cond, A$28. 

193/269. (4232)  Bellair, John. From Snow 
to Jungle: A History of the 2/3rd 
Australian Machine Gun Battalion.  Allen 
& Unwin, Sydney, 1987. 1st ed, 8vo in d/
w, plates, maps, nominal roll and roll of 
honour, index, appendices, honours 
awards, pp298, **the 2/3rd MG Bn served in 
North Africa with the 7th Aust Div. On the 
way home they stopped in at Batavia in Java 
where, after two days of heavy fighting, were 
captured by the Japanese spending the 
remainder of the war on the Burma-Thai 
railway as POWs, vg cond, A$110. 

193/270. (2794)  Bender, Roger James. 
Legion Condor: Uniforms, Organization 
and History.  Author, 1992. 1st ed, 8vo in 
printed boards, full narrative pictorial, 
biblio, **the Legion Condor in Spain became 
the vehicle with which Germany tested their 
new armaments especially the Luftwaffe, vg 
cond and scarce, A$130. 

193/271. (10165)  Bird, David S. Nazi 
Dreamtime: Australian Enthusiasts for 
Hitler's Germany.  ASP P/L, Melbourne, 
2012. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, 
chapter notes, biblio, index, pp448, **the 
story of extreme-right, ultra nationalists in 
Australia before and during WW2. They were 
thought to be 'well meaning dreamers', vg 
cond, A$25. 
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193/272. (2499)  Bn History Ctee. What We 
Have We Hold!: A History of the 2/17th 
Australian Infantry Battalion, 1940-1945.  
AMHP, Sydney, 1998.(fp1990) Revised ed, 
large 8vo in printed boards, plates, maps, 
illus, nominal roll incl casualty lists etc, 
index, post war activities of the 
2/17RNSWR, pp498, **the 2/17th Bn, a 20th 
Bde, 9 Division unit, served in the Middle 
East and the New Guinea Campaign; a good 
unit history, vg cond, A$130. 

193/273. (3960)  Christensen, George (ed). 
That's the Way it Was: The History of the 
24th Australian Infantry Battalion (AIF) 
1939-1945.  Bn Assn, Melbourne, 1982. 1st 
ed, 8vo in protected  d/w, ex library, 
(discard stamps only), plates and maps, 
index, nominal rolls, roll of honour, 
honours and awards, pp **the 24th was one 
of the very good CMF units that stepped up 
for action during WW2 winning over 200 
decorations incl a VC (Ingram), vg cond and 
scarce, A$150. 

193/274. (9990)  Donovan, Peter. Waltzing 

Matildas: The Men and Machines of the 
2/9th Australian Armoured Regimental 
Group in Australia and Borneo 1941-
1946.  Donovan & Associates, Adelaide, 
1988. 1st ed, small 4to in laminated 
boards, colour portrait of the 9th Light 
Horse guidon loose in fep, also the record 
of service of a member Thomas Chapman, 
plates and maps, full nominal rolls, 
reference notes, index, pp257, **a concise 
history of the development of armour in 
Australia and the link with WW1 Light Horse 
units. The 2/9th Armoured were equipped 
with the M3 Staurt (or Honey), Bren Carriers, 
the Grant and the Matilda, vg cond and 
scarce, A$150. 

193/275. (10163)  Freeman, Brian. The Lost 
Battlefield of Kokoda: The Exraordinary 
Story Behind the Discovery of a WW2 
Battlefield.  Macmillan, Sydney, 2012. 1st 
ed, trade 8vo in card covers, map, index, 
pp272, **since 1942 the villagers around 
Kokoda had passed down a secret from 
generation to generation - the location of a lost 
battlefield, where advancing Australian forces 
and retreating Japanese soldiers had fought. 
vg cond, A$26. 

193/276. (10144)  Gamble, Bruce. Darkest 
Hour: The True Story of Lark Force at 
Rabaul, Australia's Worst Military 
Disaster of WW2.  Zenith Press, USA, 
2006. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/w, plates 
and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, 
pp304, **Lark Force was composed of 1,400 
Australian soldier the bulk of which came from 
the 2/22nd Bn, AIF whose role it was to 
defend Rabaul. On Jan 23 1942, they were 
overwhelmed by a vastly superior Japanese 
force. Worse was yet to come, vg cond, A$32. 

193/277. (9202)  Gilbert, Martin. Churchill 

and the Jews.  McClelland & Stewart, 
Toronto, 2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, 
plates & maps, biblio, index, pp359, 
**Churchill was always a fan of the Jewish 
people after a visit to Jerusalem in 1921. He 
was impressed with their communal life, 
energy, self-help and determination. He was a 
persistent opponent to anti-Semitism warning 
even his mother to not make anti-semitic 
utterances, vg cond, A$34. 

193/278. (1732)  Givney, EC. (ed). The 
First At War: The Story of the 2/1st 
Australian Infantry Battalion, 1939-45, 
The City of Sydney Regiment.  Editorial 
Committee Association of First Infantry 
Battalions, NSW. 1st ed, large 8vo in good 
d/w, plates & maps, full rolls, honours 
and awards, casualty rolls, pp558, **the 1st 
served in the North African Campaign 
(Bardia, Tobruk, Palestine and Syria), the 
Greek and Crete Campaign (Retimo) and the 
New Guinea Campaign, (Kokoda Track, 
Gorari, Soputa, Wewak etc), vg cond and 
very hard to find, A$250. 

193/279. (6440)  Glenn, John G. Tobruk to 
Tarakan: The Story of a Fighting Unit, 
2/48th Bn, AIF.  Paul Oaten, SA? 2012 
(fp1960). 1st ed, nd reprint, 8vo in 
protected d.w (some loss to top of d/w), 
roll of Honour, honours and awards, 
plates, maps, VC citations (Gurney, 
Gratwick, Kibby and Derrick, DCM), 
pp300, **the 2/48th Bn, AIF was made up 
generally of WA and SA members. They 
fought at Tobruk, Palestine, Tel el Eisa, El 
Alamein, Lae, Sattleberg and Tarakan. Four 
VCs (the most by a single battalion), good 
cond and difficult to find in 1st ed, A$250. 

193/280. (8293)  Grose, Peter. An 
Awkward Truth: The Bombing of 
Darwin February 1942.  A&U, Sydney, 
2009. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, 
plates, maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, 
pp258, **the raids on Darwin led to the worst 
death toll from any event in Australia. The 
Japs bombed and strafed three hospitals, 
flattened shops, offices and police barracks, 
post office, Government House and left the 
harbour and airfields burning ruins. But 
there is a darker side which lingers on - 
looting, desertion and calamitous failure 
of leadership, new, A$22. 

193/281. (9583)  Hall, Dr. Robert A. The 

Black Diggers: Aborigines and Torres 
Strait Islanders in the Second World 
War..  Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1989. 1st 
ed,  trade 8vo in  card covers, ex private 
library, plates and cartoons, much 
underlining of text in pencil, chapter 
notes, biblio, index, pp228, **explores the 
war effort of Aboriginal and Islander 
Australians during WW2 and the reasons 

their contributions has gone unrecognised for 
so long, generally good cond and hard to 
find, A$36. 

193/282. (3390)  Hall, Leslie G. The Blue 
Haze: Incorporating the History of 'A' 
Force Groups 3 & 5, Burma/Thai Railway 
1942-43.  Kangaroo Press, Sydney, 1996. 
1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, 
illus, pp319, **the cruel deception by the 
Japanese to convince 3,000 POWs in Changi 
that they were to be exchanged in Timor and 
instead sent them to work on the Burma/Thai 
railway line, vg cond and now scarce, 
A$34. 

193/283. (8493)  Hogg, Ian V. & King J.B. 
German and Allied Secret Weapons of 
World War 2.  BFP/Hamlyn, Sydney, 
1976. 1st Aust. Ed, large 4to in d/w, fully 
illustrated in colour and b/w, pp127, **the 
relentless program of research and 
development by the Allies eventually told on 
the outcome of the war especiall the use of A-
bombs, vg cond, A$36. 

193/284. (10141)  Horner, David. General 

Vasey's War.  MUP, Melbourne, 1992. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in good d/w, plates, maps, 
chapter notes, biblio, index, pp364, 
**MajGen 'Bloody George' Vasey, was one of 
our most experienced and well respected 
commanders of WW2. He commanded troops 
in the Middle East, Greece, Crete and the 
SWPA. He was killed in a plane crash off Qld 
in March 1945, vg cond, A$40. 

193/285. (10169)  Keane, Fergal. Road of 
Bones: The Siege of Kohima, 1944: The 
Epic Story of the Last Great Stand of 
Empire.  Harper Press, London, 2010. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, colour an 
b/w plates, maps, biblio, chapter notes, 
index, pp548, **Kohima, on the Burmese 
border, was the scene of a fierce battle between 
British troops and the Japanese. The Brits were 
outnumbered 10 to 1 but fought gallantly and 
lefy thousands dead on the battlefield. Tens of 
thousands more starved on the retreat, hence 
the title, vg cond, A$28. 

193/286. (3036)  Keegan, John (ed). 
Churchill's Generals.  Grove Weidenfeld, 
1991. 1st US ed, large 8vo in protected d/
w, plates, index, biblio, ** a compilation of 
the main players on Churchill's team lead by 
Montgomery, Alexander, and Wavell, vg 
cond, A$26. 

193/287. (6783)  Kennedy, Colin. Port 
Moresby to Gona Beach: 3rd Australian 
Infantry Battalion, 1942.  No imprint, 
Canberra, 1992. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card 
covers, maps, appendices, honours and 
awards, honour roll, index, pp181, **the 
3rd Battalion was a Militia battalion which 
saw active service on the Kokoda Track and 
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Gona Campaigns, good cond and very 
hard to find, A$65. 

193/288. (5804)  Kidd, Reg & Neal, 
Ray. The 'Letter' Batteries: The 
History of the 'Letter' Batteries in 
World War 2.  Authors, NSW, 1998. 
1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, 
chronologies of each Battery, index, 
pp415, **the story of the 19 batteries 
(named alphabetically) of coastal artillery 
in the Australian Army using 155mm 
guns and 150cm searchlights. It was all 
US Army equipment supplied by 
McArthur in order to protect vital ports 
and supply lines, new cond and now 
scarce, A$55. 

193/289. (10164)  Larson, Andy. Death 
of a General: Australia's Secret WW2 
Mission to Assassinate a Japanese 
General.  Adventure Publishing, USA, 
2010. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, 
plates, index, pp203, **Z Force 
operatives were sent into Borneo to try 
and kill the Japanese leadership. The 
names have been fictionised but the 
operation therein is real, a good read, vg 
cond, A$27. 

193/290. (10159)  Lewis, Dr Tom and 
Ingram, Peter. Carrier attack: Darwin 
1942: The Complete Guide to 
Australia's Own Pearl Harbour.  
Avonmore Books, Adelaide, 2013. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, colour 
and b/w plates, colour maps, 
appendices, biblio, end notes, index, 
pp368, **on 19 Feb 1942, a massive 
Japanese strike force, blooded at Pearl 
Harbour just weeks before, hit Darwin in 
the biggest Japanese air attack ever in the 
South Pacific. This book covers all the 
facts (and myths), an excellent reference, 
vg cond, A$34. 

193/291. (9059)  Lewis, Dr. Tom & 
Ingman, Peter. Zero Hour in Broome: 
The Untold Story of the Attacks on 
Northwest Australia in 1942.  
Avonmore Books, Sth Aust, 2011. 1st 
ed, roy.8vo in card covers, superior 
paper, colour and b/w plates and 
maps, appendices, biblio, index, 
pp184, **the 2nd deadliest attack on the 
Australian mainland occurred at Broome 
on 3 March 1942. Japanese Zeros attacked 
a flotilla of flying boats anchored in the 
anchorage destroying 22 and killing 80 
mostly Dutch women and children 
evacuees, bad stuff, new, A$25. 

193/292. (1473)  Long, Gavin. The Six 
Years War: Australia in the 1939-45 
War.  AWM, Canberra, 1972. 1st ed, 

8vo in torn d/w, profusely illus with 
plates and maps, index, pp518, **this is 
primarily the overview volume to the 22 
vol official set, some loss to d/w else 
good condnow scarce, A$45. 

193/293. (8913)  Low, George, (ed). 
Commando: ANZACS at War: The 
Best 12 ANZAC Comics.  Carlton 
Books, London, 2007. Reprint, 12 
Commando comics in a single volume, 
fully illustrated in b/w, pp775, **we all 
cut our teeth on these wonderful 
Commando comics - this 12 are all 
Australian & NZ stories from WW2, as 
new cond, A$28. 

193/294. (9995)  MacDonald, Callum, 
The Killing of Reinhard Heydrich: 
The SS 'Butcher of Prague'.  Da Capo 
Press, NY, 1998 (fp1989). Reprint, 
trade 8vo in card covers, plates, 
chapter notes, biblio, appendices, 
index, pp239, **Heydrich was 
assassinated by two Czech exiles (Gabcic 
& Kubis) in Prague on 27 May 1942. 
They were ruthlessly hunted down an 
killed along with hundreds of others. 
Heydrich was close to the worst Nazi of 
them all, good riddance, good cond, 
A$25. 

193/295. (7057)  Magarry, LtCol Ron, 
MC. The Battalion Story: 2/26th 

Infantry Battalion, 8th Division, AIF.  
Author, Qld,1994. 1st ed, 8vo in card 
covers, plates, full nominal roll, pp318, 
**the 2/26th was part of the ill-fated 8th 
Div captured in Singapore. They slaved as 
POWs in Burma and Thailand, Borneo 
and Japan, vg cond, A$110. 

193/296. (10160)  Martindale, R.J. and 
Martindale, R.L. Blokes from the Cav: 
A Compilation of Data, Personnel of 
9th Australian Division Cavalry 
Regiment and 2/9th Australian 
Cavalry (Commando) Regiment.  
Authors, Melbourne, nd? 1st ed, spiral
-bound 4to in card covers, #110 of ?, 
Honour and WIA roll, nominal roll, 
biblio, unpaginated, ** a rare 
summation of the activities of the 9th Div 
Cav in WW2, vg cond, A$65. 

193/297. (4698)  Masel, Philip. The 

Second 28th: The Story of a Famous 
Battalion of the Ninth Australian 
Division.  Assn, Perth, 2000 (fp1961). 
3rd ed, large 8vo in mint d/w, plates 
and maps, full nominal rolls, (1st ed 
lacked the rolls), honours and awards, 
appendices, index, pp390, **the 2/28th 
Bn, AIF was heavily involved in the 

campaigns of the Middle East and then in 
New Guinea (Scarlett Beach Finschafen, 
Busu) and, Borneo (Labuan, Beaufort), 
new cond and now out of print and 
scarce, A$145. 

193/298. (10087)  Maynard, Roger. 
Ambon: The Truth About one of the 
Most Brutal POW Camps in World 
War 2 and the Triumph of the Aussie 
Spirit.  Hachette, , Sydney, 2014. 1st 
ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates 
and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, 
pp334, **the story of Gull Force, 1150 
men many from the 2/21st Bn, AIF who 
were over run on the Indonesian island of 
Ambon. Barely 300 survived after 3 years 
of hellish privation and brutality, vg 
cond, A$28. 

193/299. (7177)  McAulay, Lex. Blood 
and Iron: The Battle for Kokoda 1942.  
Hutchinson Australia, Sydney, 1991. 
1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, 
biblio, index, pp432, **the Kokoda 
Campaign of 1942 is one of the classic 
battles in Australian military history, vg 
cond and scarce in 1st ed, A$32. 

193/300. (10148)  McIntyre, Darryl. 
Townsville at War 1942: Life in a 
Garrison City.  Townsville City 
Council, Qld, 1992. 1st ed, small 4to in 
card covers, profusely illustrated, 
chapter notes, biblio, index, pp125, 
**Townsville, in far north Queensland, 
became one of the largest allied bases 
during WW2 with thousands of 
Australian and US servicemen in 
residence, vg cond and uncommon, 
A$35. 

193/301. (6805)  Ollif, Lorna. Women 

in Khaki.  Ollif Publishing, Sydney, 
1981. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, biblio, 
chapter notes, index, pp335, **the 
author's own war history as Pte Lorna 
Box who joined the Australian Women's 
Army Service (AWAS) for the duration. 
Lorna served as a Driver, in Military 
Intelligence in New Guinea and Borneo 
where she was posted to a Civil Affairs 
unit, vg cond, A$30. 

193/302. (9240)  Olson, Wes. Battalion 
Into Battle: The History of the 2/11th 
Australian Infantry Battalion, AIF, 
1939-1945.  Author, Perth, 2011. 2nd 
printing, large 8vo in laminated 
boards, profusely illustrated, maps, 
signed by the author, roll of honour, 
nominal roll, honours and awards, 
addendum not in frontis, chapter 
notes, biblio, index, pp509, **the 2/11th 
Bn, AIF was raised in Perth in 1939 and 
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commanded by LtCol Tom Louch, MC, a 
very capable CO. They saw action in 
Palestine, Syria, Bardia, Tobruk, Derna, 
Greece, Crete (many captured at Retimo), 
and then the New Guinea Campaign, 
excellent work , new, A$110. 

193/303. (9093)  Palazzo, Albert. Battle 

of Crete.  AHU, Canberra, 2011 
(fp2005). Revised and expanded 2nd 
ed, large trade 8vo in card covers, 
profusely illustrated in colour and b/
w, maps and diagrams, biblio, index, 
pp178, **a brilliant account of the 
Commonwealth forces (British, Australian 
and NZ) in their futile battle against the 
German Falschirmjager in WW2, new, 
A$28. 

193/304. (4903)  Paull, Raymond. 
Retreat from Kokoda.  Heinemann, 
Melbourne, 1958. 1st ed, 8vo in 
bumped but now protected d/w, inscr 
on fep, plates, maps, index, pp319, **a 
story of courage, skill and endurance and 
also an indictment against the way the 
campaign was fought and how Potts's 
brigade were treated by Macarthur and 
Blamey, an important AIF book, vg cond 
and scarce in 1st ed, A$35. 

193/305. (6769)  Penfold, A.W, Bayliss, 
W.C & Crispin, K.E. Galleghan's 

Greyhounds: The Story of the 2/30th 
Australian Infantry Battalion, 22 Nov 
1940 - 10 Oct 1945.  2/30 Bn Ass, 
Sydney, 1984 (fp1979). 2nd reprint, 
8vo in or grey cl,  no d/w, inscr in fep, 
colour patch on front cover, honours 
and awards, casualty list, pp407, **the 
2/30th was commanded by the famous and 
somewhat controversial 'Black-Jack' 
Galleghan in Singapore and Malaya - they 
were famous for their legendary deadly 
ambush of Japanese on the bridge at 
Gemas in Malaya before being captured 
and interned as POWs , vg cond and 
very scarce, A$160. 

193/306. (10175)  Pitt, Barry. Churchill 

and the Generals.  Sidgwick & 
Jackson, London, 1981. 1st ed, large 
8vo in protected (cl) d/w, plates and 
maps, chapter notes, index, pp196, 
**the story of churchill's relations with his 
generals, told in the context of the battles 
and campaigns, vg cond, A$30. 

193/307. (10149)  Psychoundakis, 
George.(translated from the Greek by 
Patrick Leigh Fermoy). The Cretan 
Runner: His Story of the German 
Occupation.  Folio Society, London, 
2009 (fp1955). Reprint, 8vo hard-back 

in slip-case, maps on inside covers, 
portrait in frontispiece, plates and 
drawings, index, pp225, **a story of the 
harrowing war waged against the German 
occupiers in the mountains of Crete in 
WW2 and their close relationship with 
Allied forces in particular SOE, vg cond, 
A$36. 

193/308. (9780)  Radovic, Branislav. 
German Helmets of the Second 
World War, Vol 1:  M1916/18, M1932, 
M1935, M1940, M1942, M1942/45.  
Schiffer Military, USA, 2002. 1st ed, 
very large 4to in mint d/w, fully 
illustrated in colour on superior 
paper, pp325, **the best of all the 
German helmet books, a must for the 
collector, (weight 2.5kg), ($250 the pair), 
vg cond, A$140. 

193/309. (9781)  Radovic, Branislav. 
German Helmets of the Second 
World War, Vol 2: Paratroop, Covers, 
Liners, Makers, Insignia etc.  Schiffer 
Military, USA, 2002. 1st ed, very large 
4to in d/w, fully illustrated in colour 
on superior paper, pp299, **the second 
of the brilliant Schiffer helmet books 
(weight 2.5kg) vg cond (sell as a pair), 
A$140. ($250 the pair) 

193/310. (6386)  Rae, C.J.E;  Harris, A.L 
& Bryant, R.K. On Target: The Story 
of the 2/3rd Australian Light Anti-
Aircraft Regiment.  2/3rd Regt Assn, 
Victoria, 1987. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/
w, plates, nominal roll, appendices, 
biblio, honours and awards, pp347, 
**service in Tobruk, Crete, the Western 
Desert, Syria, Port Moresby, Milne Bay, 
Lae, Buna and Borneo, vg cond and 
hard to find, A$110. 

193/311. (9947)  Ramsay Silver, 
Lynette. Blood Brothers: Sabah and 

Australia 1942-1945.  Opus 
Publications, Kota Kinabulu, 2010. 1st 
ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, 
maps, appendices, extensive biblio, 
index, pp396, **the story the Japanese 
invasion of Sabah and the determined 
fight the Kinabulu Guerrillas waged 
against them. Many Sabahans were 
interned , many killed. Another great 
piece of history from  Lynette, good cond 
and not often seen, A$26. 

193/312. (10172)  Record, Jeffrey. A 
War it Was Always Going to Lose: 
Why Japan Attacked America in 
1941.  Potomac Books, Washington, 
2011. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/
w, maps, chronology, chapter notes, 

biblio, pp167, **a story about momentus 
strategic miscalculation on both sides. 
Draws clear and compelling lessons for 
modernday leaders when dealing with 
ambitious enemies of different cultures, 
assumptions and priorities, vg cond, 
A$28. 

193/313. (10174)  Robinson, Derek. 
Invasion 1940: The Truth About the 
Battle o Britain and What Stopped 
Hitler.  Carroll & Graf Publishers, NY, 
2005. 1st US ed, large 8vo in protected 
d/w, plates and map, chapter notes, 
biblio, index, pp317, **an excellent 
analysis of why Hitler's planned invasion 
of England (Op SEALION) never went 
ahead, vg cond, A$28. 

193/314. (6625)  Silver, Lynette ramsay. 
The Bridge at Parit Sulong: An 
Investigation of Mass Murder 
Malaya 1942.  The Watermark Press, 
Sydney, 2004. 1st ed, large 8vo in card 
covers, plates and maps, appendices, 
biblio, chapter notes, index, pp485, 
**the full story of the epic battle and 
desperate retreat between Bakri and Parit 
Sulong on the Malay Peninsular in 1942. 
The CO of the 2/29th Bn, AIF LtCol 
Anderson won a VC for his courage and 
leadership during this period. This book 
investigates what happened to the 
wounded Australians and Indians at 
Parit Sulong, vg cond and hard to 
find, A$38. 

193/315. (5885)  Spencer, Bill. In the 
Footsteps of Ghosts: With the 2/9th 
Battalion in the African Desert and 
the Jungles of the Pacific.  Allen & 
Unwin, Sydney, 1999. 1st ed, trade 8vo 
in card covers, plates, maps, biblio, 
full nominal roll, index, pp262, **the 
author served in the 2/9th Bn, AIF in 
North Africa, Milne Bay, Buna, 
Sanananda, Shaggy Ridge and Balikpapan 
in the Pacific; a great story, new cond, 
A$36. 

193/316. (3037)  Sublet, Lt Col Frank, 
DSO, MC. (Retd) Kokoda To The Sea: 

A History of the 1942 Campaign in 
Papua. (AIF)  Slouch Hat Publications, 
Victoria, 2000. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, 
plates, maps, index, biblio, appendix 
list units involved in the Campaign, 
pp268, **provides a new and provocative 
perspective of Australia's military history 
in the Papuan campaign. Frank Sublet 
commanded the 2/16th Bn, AIF on the 
Kokoda Track, vg cond, A$45. 
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193/317. (6768)  Thompson, Peter A. & 
Macklin, Robert. The Battle of 
Brisbane: Australians and the Yanks 
at War.  ABC Books, Sydney, 2000. 1st 
ed, trade 8vo in card covers, biblio, 
pp242, **over-paid, over-sexed and over-
here! Was the cry in Brisbane in 
November 1942 when brawls broke out 
between our American guests and 
Australian soldiers. A US MP shot dead 
one Australian (Gunner Webster) and 
wounded six others and a civilian, vg 
cond and now hard to find, A$28. 

193/318. (6367)  Trigellis-Smith, S. 
Britain to Borneo: A History of the 
2/32nd Australian Infantry Battalion.  
Battalion, Assn, Sydney, 1993. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in good  d/w, inscr in fep, 
plates and maps, full nominal roll, 
battle casualty list, honours and 
awards (with citations), biblio, index, 
pp386, **the 2/32nd Bn, AIF, 25th Bde, 
served at Tobruk, El Alamein and the 
New Guinea and Borneo Campaigns; an 
excellent unit history, vg cond and now 
hard to find, A$300. 

193/319. (10136)  Tunny, Noel. 
Winning From Down Under.  
Boolarong Press, Brisbane, 2010. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, 
signed and dedicated by the author, 
biblio, pp282, **leadership, largesse and 
luck were determining factors for the US 
and Australian forces fighting the 
Japanese, vg cond, A$32. 

193/320. (1477)  Turrell, A.N. Never 
Unprepared: A History of the 26th 
Australian Infantry Battalion, (AIF) 
1939-1946.  26th Bn Assn, Qld, 1992. 
1st ed, 8vo in d/w, signed and 
dedicated, many plates, maps & illus, 
full rolls, honour roll, pp194, **the 26th 
was raised by Harry Murray, VC, DSO & 
Bar, DCM, in Longreach Qld, and served 
in the Solomons,  Nth Bougainville and 
Rabaul, a good unit history, vg cond and 
scarce, A$225. 

193/321. (5929)  Tyler, W.H. Flight of 

Diamonds: The Story of Broom's War 
and the Carnot Bay Diamonds.  
Hesperian Press, Perth, 1987. 1st ed, 
small 8vo in illus card covers,  inscr in 
fep, plates, maps, errata sheet pasted 
into rear, biblio, pp125, **a great story 
about the mysterious disappearance of 
300,000 pounds worth of diamonds which 
were being carried on a Dutch plane  
destroyed in a Japanese air raid on Broome 
in 1942; very interesting and still 
unsolved, edge bumped else good 
cond, A$24. 

193/322. (5469)  Uren, Malcolm. A 
Thousand Men at War: The Story of 
the 2/16th Battalion, AIF.  
Heinemann, London, 1959. 1st ed, 8vo 
in poor d/w (now protected) plates, 
maps, full nominal roll, pp289, **the 
2/16th saw active service in the Syrian 
Campaign (Litani, Sidon and Damour) 
and then New Guinea (Kokoda Track, 
Gona Beach, the Markham and Ramu 
Valleys, Shaggy Ridge and finally 
Balikpapan, a very good and scarce unit 
history, evidence of some moisture 
effects else fair cond and rare, A$125. 

193/323. (5449)  Watt, James. The 61st 
Battalion, 1938-1945: The Queensland 
Cameron Highlanders' War - Milne 
Bay-Madang-Bougainville.  AMHP, 
Sydney, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in illus 
boards, profusely illus, nominal roll, 
honours and awards with citations, 
index, pp288, **the 61st Bn, AIF served 
in Milne Bay in 1942. A Militia unit, 
they played a key role in the defeat of the 
Japanese and later served at Madang and 
Bougainville - a good unit history, vg 
cond and now out of print, A$145. 

193/324. (6295)  Whiting, Charles. 
Ardennes: The Secret War.  
Spellmount, UK, 2001 (fp 1984). 
Reprint, 8vo in d/w, plates, biblio, 
index, pp196, **Hitler's last throw of the 
dice; the German assault with 600,000 
men on the US Army line in the Belgian 
Ardennes. Otto Skorzeny and his special 
forces caused havoc behind the lines 
wearing US uniforms and driving US 
vehicles; all to no avail, shelf wear else 
vg cond, A$30. 

193/325. (2332)  Wood, Alan The 
Glider Soldiers: A History of British 
Military Glider Forces.  Spellmount, 
UK, 1992. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, 
index, biblio, rolls, maps, tables, **the 
Germans showed how to use gliders in 
action at Eben Emael in Belgium in 1940. 
They were used in Norway, Sicily and 
Burma and finally in Arnhem and the 
crossing of the Rhine. Also an important 
element of the D-Day invasion, vg cond 
and hard to find, A$36. 

Late Inclusion 

193/326 (-) Walsh, Doug. The Black 
ANZACS: The AIF’s First Trench 
Raid on the Western Front. Author, 
Perth, 2016. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card 
covers, signed by the author, 
profusely illustrated, gate-fold group 
photo, maps, biblio, index, pp270, 
**the story of the 73 AIF soldiers who 

made a name for themselves when they 
blackened their faces with burnt cork and 
stealthily raided German trenches 
capturing prisoners, equipment and 
intelligence. They were given special leave 
in London where the press named them 
the ‘Black ANZACS’, new, $38. 

End_______________ 


